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 Abstract: 

 
Knowledge leakage poses a critical risk to the competitiveness advantages of knowledge-

intensive organisations. Although knowledge leakage is a human-centric security issue, little is 

known in relation to the key factors of individual-level leaking behaviour. Therefore, the aim of 

this thesis was to explore security practitioners’ perspectives on the key enablers and inhibitors of 

behavioural knowledge leakage risk in the context of knowledge-intensive organisations. An 

exploratory, qualitative design was used to carry out the study. Moreover, seven security 

practitioners working in Australian organisations were recruited to participate in this research. The 

data were collected using semi-structured questions via two focus group discussions. The 

discussion sessions lasted between 90 and 120 minutes, including a 10-minute break. The sessions 

were audio recorded, transcribed, and thematically analysed following Braun and Clarke’s (2006) 

strategy. Furthermore, two main trends emerged from the analysed data. First, ‘interpersonal 

enabling factors’ included leaking behaviours and employees’ personality’ traits. Second, 

contributing ‘organisational practices around knowledge leakage mitigation’ included poor 

knowledge sensitivity classification systems and poor knowledge security management practices. 

In conclusion, it is essential that security practitioners address the key identified factors of 

behavioural leakage risk to mitigate the leaking incidents effectively. Three key security 

practices that were found to have a superior impact in mitigating leaking enablers included human 

resource management practices, knowledge security training and awareness practices, and 

compartmentalisation. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Knowledge-intensive organisations (KIOs) are critical for maintaining Australia’s global 

economic growth (OECD, 2013; Office of the Queensland Chief Scientist, 2015). However, 

these organisations often encounter cybersecurity challenges that negatively affect their 

economic success (Ahmad et al., 2019; Webb et al., 2014). For example, leakage of sensitive 

information and/or disruption of IT services that may eventually result in loss of competitive 

advantage, loss of reputation, and loss of revenue (Shedden et al., 2016; Ahmad et al., 2014).  

Cybersecurity reports illustrate that one of these challenges is security breaches, which cost 

Australia around $35.9 million annually (Das, 2018). This chapter introduces the concept of 

knowledge intensiveness and outlines the development of the research aim and significance. 

This chapter also provides the research’s question and methodology. A description of the 

thesis structure is provided at the end of this chapter. 

1.1 Background 

For KIOs, professional knowledge is the main economic engine of growth and existence 

(Makani & Marche, 2010, 2012). When referring to KIOs, academic scholars and business 

journals have employed the perspective of the ‘knowledge intensity’ of a firm (Makani & 

Marche, 2012; Venturini, Ceccagnoli, & Van Zeebroeck, 2019; A Von Nordenflycht, 2010). 

Hislop, Bosua, and Helms (2018) have defined knowledge intensity as ‘the extent to which 

the development and use of complex knowledge is involved in the creation of a firm’s output 

(products/services)’ (p.71). Swart and Kinnie (2003) have also emphasised the criticality of 

knowledge for KIOs, illustrating that these firms are creating, operating, and implementing 

‘know-how’ as a competing product. 

1.1.1 Knowledge-Intensive Organisations 

Although the literature has shown growing interest in studying KIOs over the past decade, 

there is no consensus on defining such entities. Starbuck (1992) has suggested defining KIOs 

through their knowledgeable workers, who should have extensive educational qualifications 

and skills. He states that KIOs consist of a stack of expertise, with the majority of workers 

having formal education and experience. Additionally, knowledgeable workers are different 

from regular employees in that they are authorised to work directly with organisation’s 
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knowledge assets (Hislop et al., 2018). On the other hand, Alvesson (2000) and Swart and 

Kinnie (2003) have identified KIOs based on the extension of the intellectual nature of the 

organisation’s activities. Alvesson (2000, p. 1103) states that ‘all organisation work involves 

knowledge’ and what differentiates these organisations from other organisations is the 

creativity, novelty, and complexity of their work. Swart and Kinnie (2003) extend that 

description by identifying KIOs based on the extensive features of knowledge intensity, 

workforce characteristics, and the characteristics of the provided products/services. 

Regardless of the various definitions for KIOs, what is commonly agreed upon is that 

knowledge should be labelled as much more valuable than other assets (e.g., physical). 

This research mainly focuses on organisations that operate using confidential knowledge and 

compete in the market by selling knowledge-based products or services. Therefore, for the 

purpose of this study, we use the definition by Alvesson (2000, p. 1101): 

Companies where most work can be said to be of an intellectual nature and 

where well-educated, qualified employees form the major part of the workforce. 

Considering the aforementioned characteristics and definition, the types of KIOs vary. 

Business consulting firms, R&D services, and IT service companies are referred to the most in 

KIOs literature (Hislop et al., 2018; Makani & Marche, 2012; Pina & Tether, 2016; Andrew 

von Nordenflycht, 2010). They also involve biotechnology firms (Makani & Marche, 2012); 

architecture and engineering firms (Swart & Kinnie, 2003); legal firms (Pina & Tether, 2016; 

Quintane, Casselman, Reiche, & Nylund, 2011); accounting firms (Guthrie, Ricceri, Dumay, 

& Dumay, 2012); drug discovery firms (Makani & Marche, 2012); and oil and mineral 

extraction firms (Sumbal, Tsui, See-to, & Barendrecht, 2017). As Makani and Marche (2012, 

p. 249) state, ‘workers work extensively with knowledge to create new knowledge.’ This is 

what differentiates KIOs from other traditional manufacturers. In other words, the knowledge 

asset is the primary wealth creator. 

1.1.2 Knowledge-Based Theory 

The knowledge-based view (KBV) is widely used in knowledge-intensive literature to 

demonstrate that knowledge is regarded as a firm’s most valued strategic asset (Grant, 1997). 

In the context of KIOs, the use of KBV as the underlying theoretical scheme seems consistent 

with investigating their competitive advantage. A competitive advantage is a phenomenon that 

positions a firm to earn superior returns (Ahmad, Bosua, & Scheepers, 2014; Ilvonen, Jussila, 

& Kärkkäinen, 2015; Jiang, Li, Gao, Bao, & Jiang, 2013). This argument implies that if KIOs 
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imperil their rent-generator knowledge beyond the organisations’ boundaries, the competitive 

advantage is susceptible to erosion risks. This, in turn, contextualises the risk of knowledge 

leakage for KIOs. 

1.2 Research Aim and Significance 

The aim of this study is to explore the risk of knowledge leakage caused by employees in the 

context of KIOs. This would help security practitioners and scholars to better monitor, assess 

the implications, and manage KL and potential threats arising from leakage risk. To achieve 

this aim, this study will address the following. 

First, it will investigate how employees’ behaviour can cause KL risks. One of the primary 

responsibilities of security management is to protect knowledge assets (Hislop et al., 2018). It 

has been demonstrated by security management that knowledge leakage threats could be 

managed by applying different mechanisms and tools that support an organisation’s technical 

infrastructure. Nevertheless, humans continue to be a heightened concern as the applied 

protection tools are tackling the leaking risk from technical view, neglecting the human 

perspective of the issue (Ilvonen, Jussila, & Kärkkäinen, 2019). Therefore, this thesis will 

report human attitudes that influence KL threats in order to assist security practitioners in 

addressing them. To the author’s knowledge, studies investigating the behavioural aspects of 

knowledge leakage risk in a KIOs context are rather limited (Durst & Zieba, 2018; Hislop et 

al., 2018). Hence, this study aims to bridge this gap by exploring KL risks influenced by 

human attitudes. 

Second, it will constitute an agenda for security practitioners, scholars, and knowledge-

intensive organisations. An identified set of KL scenarios may provide security practitioners 

with the opportunity to manage the human risk factors. Chatterjee, Sarker, and Valacich 

(2015) and Crossler et al. (2013) suggest that by providing organisations with risk scenarios, 

practitioners and researchers are better equipped to organise, monitor, and even embed 

protective actions into the organisational structure. Although a body of literature is devoted to 

various topics concerning knowledge protection and knowledge leakage (Durst & Zieba, 

2018; Frishammar, Ericsson, & Patel, 2015), these studies acknowledge limitations in 

exploring the criticality of KL from the perspective of security practitioners. Thus, this 

research aims to identify and present human-generated knowledge leakage threats that are 

perceived to pose the most critical risks. 
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1.3 Research Question and Methodology 

This research addressed the study aim by considering the following question:  

From security practitioners’ perspective, what are the key enablers and inhibitors for 

knowledge leakage risk? 

The study focused on security practitioners’ views, as KIOs usually assign the responsibility 

of protecting their knowledge assets to their security practitioners (Hislop et al., 2018). This 

study used an exploratory, qualitative design to address the research question; this design aids 

us in understanding security practitioners’ perspectives on leaking behaviour and leaking risk 

in-depth. We used a purposeful strategy to constitute our security practitioners sample. Our 

inclusion criteria were information security experts working in KIOs in Australia. Then, we 

used two recruitment strategies: LinkedIn, to search for the experts, and a snowballing 

strategy to reach other experts. Seven participants volunteered for the study. 

After obtaining ethical approval, we conducted two focus group discussions. We used this 

method because it allows the participants to exchange information and elaborate on their 

views. The discussion sessions lasted for 90 to 120 minutes, including 10-minute breaks. A 

data saturation level was reached, as there were no new inputs from the participants. 

Moreover, the data collection process included semi-structured questions and presented 

knowledge leakage scenarios. Further, the analysis process used Braun and Clarke’s (2006) 

thematic analysis guide, as they provide systematic steps for new researchers to conduct the 

thematic analysis. Thematic analysis assisted in our understanding of the key factors of 

knowledge leakage behaviour. 

1.4 Thesis Outline 

This thesis will be presented as follows:  

Chapter 2: contextualises the research in related literature and previous works. 

Chapter 3: explains and rationalises the methodology used in this research. 

Chapter 4: establishes the proposed research model. 

Chapter 5: discusses the findings. 

Chapter 6: outlines the discussion. 

Chapter 7: concludes the paper by describing its contributions, limitations, and the future 

direction of study. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

This chapter explores and analyses the literature pertinent to knowledge leakage. The review 

includes outlining the strategy used to search for relevant literature; exploring the existing 

literature that has discussed KL phenomena; and discussing the dimensions related to KL 

risks. This section describes in detail the factors within the dimensions that trigger knowledge 

leakage. Next, the chapter presents the confidential security controls that are used to manage 

leaking incidents. Finally, we highlight the research gap. 

2.1 Search Strategy 

The researcher studied the existing literature published in various IS security and KM 

journals. The research included various databases, such as ACM Digital Library, Elsevier, 

Google Scholar, JSTOR, Web of Science, and the University of Melbourne Library’s 

Discovery database to access scientific journals. Literature published in leading journals 

examined the topics of knowledge leakage, knowledge risks, and KIOs. These streams of 

literature drive relevant insights into the research question. The leading journals included in 

the IS and KM disciplines were selected from recent lists published by Australian Business 

Deans Council (Mathiassen, Saarinen, Tuunanen, & Rossi, 2017). 

Furthermore, the researcher followed the iterative seven-step approach provided by 

Mathiassen et al. (2017). They have illustrated that the process of finding quality and relevant 

literature in leading journals requires going backward by cross-referencing the citations of the 

chosen articles, and then forward by identifying literature that has cited the main literature in 

the previous step. Moreover, the keywords listed in Table 2 were all combined using the 

Boolean operators AND, OR, and NOT to boost the searching process. We observed that this 

keywords search was used in May 2001 by Bloodgood and Salisbury. Their paper introduces 

the topic of protecting knowledge that resides within knowledgeable employees in their day-

to-day work. Therefore, we have started our searching steps from May 2011. The selection 

criteria of the articles were highlighted in step 3. Table 2, below, summarises the seven steps 

of the searching strategy with the procedures taken in each step. 
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Table 2–1: Searching strategy for literature. 
Selection Step  Knowledge Leakage  Knowledge Risks Sum of 

Articles 

Step One:  

Broad searching in 
various databases 

(From May 2001)  
 

Keywords: “knowledge and 
leakage" or “confidential and 
knowledge” or “leakage and 
competitive knowledge” and 

“Knowledge-intensive work” 
and “knowledge-based 
organisations” 

Search was limited to 500 most 
relevant articles. 

 

50 of 495 articles were selected 
for relevancy.   

Keywords: “security practices” or 
“protection management” or 
“security and knowledge” or “risk 
and knowledge” or “intellectual 
capital risks” and 

“Knowledge-intensive work” and 
“knowledge-based organisations” 

Search was limited to 500 most 
relevant articles. 

 

200 of 500 were selected for 
relevancy.   

250 

Step two:  

Selecting articles in 
Ranked Journals (A*, A) 

Results: 30 articles  Results: 90 articles 120 

Step three:  

Selecting most Relevant 
articles 

Selection Criteria: Should cover 
knowledge leakage concept by 
either 1) theorising about the 
knowledge leakage risk or 
knowledge as a competitive 
advantage for KIOs or by 2) 
taking a comprehensive 
approach 
to address knowledge 

confidentiality.   

 

Results:  21 articles  

Selection Criteria: 1) Should 
include knowledge risks and 
protection practices for knowledge 
issues.   

  

  

  

  

 

 Results: 19 articles 

40 

Step four:  

Identifying Pre-May 
2001 articles.  

Result: list of 40 references. Result: list of 62 references. 102 

Step five:  

Selecting most relevant 
articles based on steps 2 
and 3 

Results: One of 40 articles 
match step 3 and have greater 
influence in current articles.  

Results: One new article out of 
the 62 articles match step 3 and 
have greater citation in current 
articles.  

42 

Step six:  

Identifying relevant 
articles containing quality 
content related to the 
study focus: Journal 
of Intellectual 
Capital, VINE Journal of 
Information and 
Knowledge Management 
Systems, and Journal of 
Enterprise Information 
Management.  

Results:  3 articles 

  
 

Results:  4  

  
 

49 

Step seven:  

Combining results from 
steps three, five and six  

Results:  24 articles Results:  25 articles 49 

The number of reviewed articles is 49 (see Appendix A for details). 
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2.2 Search Outcomes 

Discussion of the KL phenomena has been included in papers across many disciplines. One of 

the earliest and most cited papers across the different knowledge leakage domains is by 

Liebeskind (1997). Her seminal paper prefaced the topic of protecting organisational 

knowledge by discussing the costs and benefits of protecting organisations’ confidential 

knowledge from public view. From that, the different domains in which there have been 

discussions on KL have included KM, innovation management, strategic management, 

business studies, and information security (Durst, 2019; Durst & Zieba, 2018; Hislop et al., 

2018; Ilvonen, Thalmann, Manhart, & Sillaber, 2018). 

Generally, KL has been discussed mostly in the KM literature. Within the KM discipline, KL 

is seen as a risk resulting from KM activities (e.g., knowledge transferring and knowledge 

sharing) (Durst, 2019; Manhart & Thalmann, 2015a). Therefore, the knowledge risk 

management concept is frequently aligned with the area of risk management. Trkman and 

Desouza (2012), for example, introduced a knowledge risk framework that identifies and 

classifies knowledge risks and mitigation activities. Their findings are aligned with earlier 

research carried out in 2011 and 2016 by Shedden, Scheepers, Smith, and Ahmad, which 

concluded that it is critical to incorporate knowledge in risk assessment practices within an 

organisation. 

In contrast, some innovation management and business studies have claimed that KL is an 

unavoidable event and can sometimes be beneficial. Inkpen, Minbaeva, and Tsang (2018) in 

the U.S. conjectured that KL expands the innovative market. Similar claims have been made 

in Malaysia by Tan, Wong, and Chung (2016), who suggested that KL supports some 

organisations, especially supply chain firms, in obtaining superior organisational incentives. 

Moreover, Inkpen et al. (2018) pointed out that there are a variety of knowledge protection 

controls for an organisation to apply, and these will add cost to the organisation. However, 

Contractor published a paper in (2019) disputing their claims and observing that theoretical or 

empirical evidence has yet to pinpoint the costs and benefits of KL. Therefore, without 

conscious disclosure of valuable knowledge, the existence of a firm could be threatened 

(Contractor, 2019). 

Despite different views on knowledge leakage, there is general agreement on the 

consequences of leaking rare, inimitable, and non-substitutable knowledge (Manhart & 

Thalmann, 2015a; Shedden et al., 2011; 2016). For example, in Australia, Ahmad, Bosua, and 
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Scheepers (2014) synthesised knowledge protection literature and reported knowledge leaking 

protection mechanisms that strategically tackle leaking risk. 

Existing literature has utilised different methodologies when studying KL phenomena. As 

recent literature has highlighted, the KL concept is still considered an underdeveloped area 

(Durst, 2019; Hislop et al., 2018; Ilvonen et al., 2018). Therefore, the vast majority of studies 

have proposed qualitative approaches when investigating the concepts pertinent to KL 

(Frishammar et al., 2015; Olander, Hurmelinna-Laukkanen, & Heilmann, 2015; Ritala, 

Olander, Michailova, & Husted, 2015; Shedden et al., 2011; Shedden et al., 2016; Thalmann 

& Manhart, 2013). Other studies have utilised quantitative approaches to measure the 

relevancy of KL with other attributes such as organisational knowledge sharing (Ritala, 

Husted, Olander, & Michailova, 2018), internal knowledge sharing boundaries among teams 

(Lee, Min, & Lee, 2017), innovation performance (Ritala et al., 2015), and knowledge 

protection (Amara, Landry, & Traoré, 2008). Few studies have utilised mixed methods to 

examine KL within organisational activities to explore factors that challenge knowledge risk 

management and trustworthiness in the strategic alliance (Durst, Lindvall, & Bruns, 2018; 

Jiang et al., 2013). 

2.3 Knowledge Leakage 

Knowledge leakage (KL) is generally understood as ‘the deliberate or accidental loss of 

knowledge to unauthorised personnel within or outside of an organisation boundary’ (Ahmad 

et al., 2014, p. 28). From this perspective, literature provides nuance regarding the 

implications of KL. 

2.3.1 Implications of Knowledge Leakage 

A substantial body of KM and IS security literature affirms that erosion of competitive 

advantage is the largest threat from KL (Agudelo-serna et al., 2017; Ahmad et al., 2014; 

Amara et al., 2008; Bloodgood & Salisbury, 2001; Jiang et al., 2013; Ritala et al., 2015; 

Sarkar, 2010; Schmitt, Borzillo, & Probst, 2012; Trkman & Desouza, 2012). Frishammar et 

al. (2015) demonstrated that when rivals obtain knowledge about a firm’s product, the 

competitive uniqueness of KIOs would be limited. Recently, Ritala et al. (2015b) confirmed 

that and added loss of revenue as another consequence from KL (Ahmad et al., 2014; Amara 

et al., 2008; Sarkar, 2010). 
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Additionally, reputation damages can be a devastating outcome of KL (Bulgurcu, Cavusoglu, 

& Benbasat, 2010; Durst & Zieba, 2018; Ilvonen et al., 2015; Tan et al., 2016). One reported 

consequence of reputational damage is doubts about the trustworthiness of a firm that has 

experienced leaks (Jiang et al., 2013). KL might lead to a decrease in a firm’s performance 

because of the impeded ability for it to exploit innovation (Frishammar et al., 2015; Ritala et 

al., 2018, 2015; Thalmann & Manhart, 2013). This adverse outcome is compatible with 

Olaner and Hurmelinna-Laukkanen’s (2015) study, which concluded that KL affects R&D 

industries’ innovative performance as a result of replication by rivals. 

2.4 Knowledge Leakage Risk 

Agudelo-serna et al. (2017, p. 4) described knowledge leakage risk (KLR) as ‘the probability 

that KL occurs multiplied by the impact of the KL to the organization.’ Building on KL risks 

reported in the literature, they fall into three dimensions: technical (Agudelo-serna et al., 

2017), operational (Frishammar et al., 2015), and human (Durst, 2019; Durst & Zieba, 2019; 

Ilvonen et al., 2018). Figure 2-1 below depicts the three dimensions of KLR and shows how 

they influence each other. The factors related to KLR within the three dimensions are 

discussed below. 

 

Figure 2–1: Knowledge leakage risk dimensions. 
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2.4.1 Technical Dimension 

A few studies have highlighted that poor security practices within some technical elements in 

organisations are related to leaking risk (Agudelo-serna et al., 2017; Durst & Zieba, 2019; 

Hislop et al., 2018; Thalmann & Manhart, 2013). This section examines the issues discussed 

within the technical dimension in relation to KL. 

• Poor security practices for BYOD and portable devices 

The poor security practices for BYOD (bring your own devices) have been discussed from 

two angles: the organisation and the employees. The arising KL risk seems to be related to 

poor risk assessment on the part of the organisation. From the organisation’s perspective, 

allowing employees to BYOD (such as USB drives and laptops) was the most often reported 

factor in sensitive KL incidents (Agudelo-serna et al., 2017; Durst & Zieba, 2019; Hislop et 

al., 2018; Shabtai, Elovici, & Rokach, 2012; Thalmann & Manhart, 2013). In an earlier study 

(Thalmann & Manhart, 2013), findings suggested organisations should prohibit their 

employees from BYOD. As the authors emphasised, risk assessment should consider the 

changing risk profiling of these portable devices, but not all organisations are capable of doing 

such an assessment. 

Their findings are complemented by a recent study conducted in Australia by Agudelo-serna 

et al. (2017), who qualitatively investigated accidental leaking via mobile devices within the 

context of KIOs. They argued that confidential knowledge might be leaked through these 

devices as a result of failing to assess BYOD risks. Further, they demonstrated the same issue, 

explaining that portable devices are dynamic in nature and this would facilitate KL. An 

illustration of this dynamism risk, Shabtai et al. (2012) noted that many employees are able to 

carry the confidential knowledge with them wherever they go, risking that knowledge (Huth, 

Chadwick, Claycomb, & You, 2013). Some employees may even think that constantly 

transporting confidential knowledge is a secure behaviour. 

A recent systematic review (Durst & Zieba, 2019) also suggested that the leaking issue 

proliferates when organisations allow their employees to BYOD and do not properly educate 

them about the leaking risks associated with these devices. Therefore, improper training and 

awareness practices would result in reckless employee behaviour with regard to knowledge’s 

security. 
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From the employee perspective, the misuse of the portable devises could lead to KL. Some 

literature discusses accidental leaking of confidential knowledge as a result of employees 

being unaware of their risky behaviour. Agudelo-serna et al. (2017) found strong evidence 

that knowledgeable employees could accidentally leak confidential knowledge because they 

might be unaware of the risks linked to their mobile devices. Similarly, Durst & Zieba (2019) 

argued in their paper that inadequate IT competence could lead employees to mistakenly risk 

the confidentiality of knowledge. They argued that leaking from employees would probably 

be linked to organisations not understanding the risks associated with knowledge assets. 

• Poor security application of emerging technologies  

The improper management of accelerated emerging technologies may also lead to KL. 

Emerging technologies related to KL include cloud computing technologies (Ahmad et al., 

2014; Faisal, Banwet, & Shankar, 2007) and social networking (Christina, Stefan, & Markus, 

2016; Manhart & Thalmann, 2015b). There is general consensus in the literature that apart 

from providing many benefits to firms, emerging technologies also holds the risk of creating a 

number of unexpected leakages (Hislop et al., 2018; Thalmann & Manhart, 2013). For 

example, Christina et al. (2016) studied the leaking risk arising from employees using social 

media in financial firms. The findings illustrated that the use of social media enhances 

employees’ efficiency, as they have access to additional expert knowledge, yet it also poses an 

internal leaking risk. The internal leaking risk highlighted in the literature is due to improper 

protection management of intra-organisational internal communication networks (intranets) 

(Lee, Min, & Lee, 2017). Another form of leaking occurs with inter-organisational digital 

collaboration (Jiang, Li, Gao, Bao, & Jiang, 2013), which will be discussed in the following 

section. Therefore, if organisations do not securely manage digital communications, 

employees could leak confidential knowledge through these channels. 

2.4.2 Operational Dimension 

The operational dimension is widely discussed in the literature in correlation with KL. It 

considers securing the firm’s internal and external activities. Disciplines such as strategic 

management, KM, and IS security management highlight the KLR associated with an 

organisation’s operations from various angles. 
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• Poor security practices of intra-organisational coordination 

Intra-organisational coordination refers to when internal teams from different departments 

collaborate to perform a task. Lee, Min, and Lee (2017) studied the relationship between 

knowledge protection and internal teams coordination in Korean organisations. Their findings 

suggested that the limitations in studying internal-to-internal leaking risk facilitated leaking 

behaviour among employees. Moreover, although the literature indicates that internal leaking 

is easier to mitigate because the leaking is contained, blurry boundaries in internal 

coordination also lead to confidential KL to unauthorised parties (Ahmad et al., 2014; Durst & 

Zieba, 2019; Ritala et al., 2018, 2015; Trkman & Desouza, 2012). 

Intra-organisational collaboration requires the exchange of knowledge (Lee et al., 2017). If a 

firm fails to implement adequate security guidelines regarding the exchange of knowledge 

among and within teams, knowledgeable employees may accidently share confidential 

knowledge with an unauthorised employee. Lee et al.’s (2017) findings revealed that 

providing a knowledge-sharing tool to the different teams without training the employees of 

the sharing boundaries would lead to KL behaviour.  

• Poor security practices of inter-organisational collaboration 

Inter-organisational collaboration refers to external activities like supply chain functions (e.g., 

outsourcing and offshoring). The literature states that inadequate security management of 

these collaborations leads employees to intentional or unintentional leaking (Aljafari & 

Sarnikar, 2009; Durst & Zieba, 2019; Frishammar et al., 2015; Ilvonen et al., 2018; Jiang et 

al., 2013; Tan et al., 2016; Trkman & Desouza, 2012). The literature calls this collaboration 

issue a ‘paradox dilemma.’ Jiang et al. (2013, p. 983) explained this dilemma thus: ‘If firms 

exchange their rent-generating knowledge beyond the firm boundary, such as inter-firm 

strategic alliance, the knowledge is susceptible to expropriation hazards.’ Inkpen et al. (2018) 

suggested that unintentional KL to unauthorised personnel might occur when an employee 

working for the partner firm accidentally shares business-critical knowledge not meant for 

exposure. They stated that accidental leaking could occur as third parties interact with many 

other organisations and participate in different events. 

Conversely, Frishammar et al. (2015) and Schleper, Blome, and Wuttke (2017) argued that it 

is the culture of third-party firms that contributes to the problem, as they may deliberately leak 

KIOs’ innovations and secrets to competitors. In Frishammar et al.’s (2015) study, the 
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findings demonstrated that increased market benefit is one of the main aims of third-party 

leaking. Jiang et al. (2013) shared the same opinion; they quantitatively confirmed that some 

third-party firms collaborate with KIOs with the malicious intention of absorbing knowledge 

from those partners. In this leaking situation, the leaking risk arises due to poor risk 

assessment practices from the KIOs’ point of view. 

2.4.3 Human Dimension 

Although KL is strongly related to the human dimension, studies investigating the human 

factors of leaking are scant. Recent studies from different domains have also focused on this 

issue (Durst & Zieba, 2019; Hislop et al., 2018; Ilvonen et al., 2019). Recent literature has 

taken two positions towards the human dimension. 

The first position is that some studies tend to embed the human dimension within the 

technical and operational ones (Durst & Zieba, 2018; Ritala et al., 2018). Studies on the 

technical dimension have discussed the human attribute within emerging technologies, e.g., 

social networking (Christina, Stefan, & Markus, 2016; Manhart & Thalmann, 2015; Thalmann 

& Manhart, 2013). Their findings indicated that individuals, intentionally or unintentionally, 

are sharing business-critical knowledge through IT artefacts. However, the literature on the 

technical dimension seems to neglect the social aspect of the issue. 

Further, the operational dimension positions the human attribute within a supply chain or 

collaborative processes (Lee et al., 2017; Tan et al., 2016). Researchers have highlighted 

individuals as a leaking source who may either inadvertently divulge a firm’s confidential 

knowledge during formal and informal occasions such as conferences (Frishammar et al., 

2015; Ritala et al., 2015). Similar to the technical dimension, the operational dimension also 

neglects investigating the human factors, although they highlight that the leaking risk usually 

occurs at the individual level. 

The second position is fragmented, studying only some attributes of the human dimension. 

One aspect is employee turnover or downsizing, as this leads to a decrease in an 

organisation’s knowledge assets (Delerue & Lejeune, 2010; Schmitt et al., 2012). Joe, Yoong, 

and Patel (2013) and Schmitt et al. (2012) illustrated that organisations face a confidential KL 

issue when employees leave the organisation. This issue is exacerbated when knowledgeable 

employees join competitors. 
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Security management also illustrates that the human dimension threat is more elusive and 

perplexing than other threats (Chatterjee et al., 2015; Crossler et al., 2013; Farahmand & 

Spafford, 2013). This is because individuals may also temporarily neglect or ignore 

knowledge protection controls in favour of personal incentives, as discussed by Faisal, 

Banwet, and Shankar (2007), Huth et al., (2013) and Tan et al. (2016). For example, Faisal et 

al. (2007) found a correlation between deliberate leaking attempts from employees and 

incentives offered by competitors. Therefore, the individual employee plays a critical role in 

how knowledge is leaked. 

2.5 Knowledge Leakage Risk Controls 

Scholars have illustrated that information security practitioners perform three interdependent 

controls to address socio-technical security risks: formal, informal, and technical (Sveen, 

Rich, & Jager, 2007; Sveen, Torres, & Sarriegi, 2009). Sveen et al. (2009) argued that 

addressing security issues should be shifted away from solely focusing on the technological 

aspect. Information security practitioners should logically and physically address secrecy 

when considering the protection of organisation assets. The following sections will discuss the 

three protection controls. 

2.5.1 Formal Controls 

Formal controls are recognized as ‘policies and procedures that manage access to and use of 

information’ (Sveen et al., 2009, p. 101). Knowledge protection literature discusses the formal 

controls within many practices. First, Shedden et al. (2011) empirically examined 

incorporating the knowledge perspective into security risk assessment practices. Using data 

from security managers in Australia, the authors demonstrated mechanisms of embedding 

knowledge into information security risk management. The authors argued that risk 

assessment practices should include identification of the individuals as knowledge assets 

whose loss would cause KIOs to suffer. Moreover, they argue that risk assessment practices 

should identify confidential knowledge assets and the risks related to those assets. In order to 

address this suggestion, as Singh, Gupta, and Ojha (2014) observed, assets classification 

based on confidentiality is a factor that affects the effectiveness of risk identification practices 

in organisations. 

Second, there is an asset sensitivity classification system, which refers to assigning 

importance levels to knowledge assets (Kraemer, Carayon, & Clem, 2009; Singh et al., 2014). 
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This classification reflects on the criticality of protecting that asset. Sensitivity classification is 

an economic decision—that is, the knowledge asset should be classified based on its 

economic value to the organisation. The impact of that asset being leaked should also be 

considered in the classification process. The Australian government’s Chief Information 

Office provides guidelines for these classification practices. It articulates the criticality of 

classifying organisation rent generators and highlights three stages of the classification 

practices (Queensland Government Chief Information Office, 2019). First, organisations 

should label the confidential asset, which means sealing the confidential knowledge; second, 

they must identify and assess risk towards that knowledge; and third, they must apply 

protection controls that suit the labelling. 

Third, another formal control considers human resource practices: ‘identification of security 

roles and responsibilities’ (Sveen et al., 2009, p. 101). Olander, Hurmelinna-Laukkanen, and 

Heilmann, (2015) recently reviewed in detail the human resource practices involved in 

protecting organisations’ intellectual property, or IP. After conducting a case study, they 

empirically concluded that human resource practices could play two opposing roles in 

protecting organisation assets. They distinguish between HR being used as a booster to 

encourage employees to engage in the protection process and it being used a source of 

demoralisation that dampens employees’ willingness to actively participating in protection 

practices. 

Shaw and Stock (2011) reported that organisations that involve IP should institute prior hiring 

practices such as background checks and interviews. Olander et al. (2015) also added that HR 

departments that communicate protection responsibilities to employees tend to obtain higher 

employee commitment and loyalty towards organisation assets. Moreover, the authors 

highlighted the importance of ongoing monitoring activities that profile employees to 

understanding the risk associated with them (Olander et al., 2015; Sumbal et al., 2017). 

Delerue and Lejeune’s (2010) earlier research expressed similar views. They conducted a 

quantitative study with 672 biotechnology managers, aiming to investigate the HR practices 

involved in restricting employees’ mobility. The findings affirm that HR practices could be 

considered as protection instruments. The authors argued that HR practices would prevent 

spillovers to competitors via employee turnover by restricting their movement by signing non-

competing and non-disclosure agreements. 
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HR practices also serve a role in reinforcing formal controls—they can communicate the 

implications of confidential knowledge exposure to employees to ensure their compliance 

(Bulgurcu et al., 2010). Furthermore, Aljafari and Sarnikar (2009) also observed that 

instituting penalties for knowledge leakage to third parties is a critical prevention practice. 

2.5.2 Informal Controls 

Informal controls are ‘controls [that] involve actions related to deploying information security 

in the workforce by creating a security culture’ (Sveen et al., 2009, p. 101). In Sveen et al.’s 

paper, they argued that the informal controls are the basis of other controls. They claim that 

without informal controls, the value of other controls would be limited because employees 

would not be aware of them. Informal controls include training and awareness practices aimed 

at making employees more vigilant about the security risks around them (Alshaikh, Maynard, 

Ahmad, & Chang, 2018). Aldawood and Skinner (2019) recently examined the effectiveness 

of training and awareness practices adapted by organisations to mitigate social engineering 

risks. Interestingly, their review highlighted that employees’ personality traits might 

negatively influence the effectiveness of training and awareness programs. 

Conversely, Yalabik, Swart, Kinnie, and Rossenberg (2017) conducted a quantitative study 

investigating the reasons for knowledgeable employees leaving KIOs. The findings suggested 

that training programs might change the employees’ negative traits as they relate to the 

organisation’s assets and increase their commitment to the organisation. However, Aldawood 

and Skinner (2019) and Yalabik et al. (2017) both share the opinion that training and 

awareness practices would increase the employees’ consciousness of social engineering 

attempts from authorised individuals. 

Sveen et al. (2007) also linked the challenges of securing knowledge with the underreporting 

of incidents by employees. Their findings affirm that training employees to report knowledge 

risk would improve risk assessment practices, as the reported risk would then be identified 

and managed internally. 

2.5.3 Technical Controls 

Technical controls ‘include hardware and software tools that restrict access to buildings, 

rooms, computer systems, and programs in order to prevent improper use’ (Sveen et al., 2009, 

p. 101). Restricted access of knowledge assets has been discussed in the KL literature in terms 

of compartmentalisation (Ahmad et al., 2014; Baldwin & Henkel, 2015). 
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Compartmentalisation in information security is described as restriction of accessing and 

communication of an organisation confidential assets between different groups (Elliott, 

Patacconi, Swierzbinski, & Williams, 2018) 

Compartmentalisation is a strategy applied in some KIOs (Ahmad et al., 2014); however, as it 

requires a high cost, other organisations may apply compartmentalisation only to a limited 

extent. Elliott, Patacconi, Swierzbinski, and Williams (2018) stated that compartmentalisation 

can be implemented physically, where organisations have different offices for knowledgeable 

employees—that physical segmentation would lead to increased protection of an 

organisation’s valuable resources and limited leaking. Other papers have also recommended 

compartmentalising knowledgeable employees from others; in this way, an organisation 

creates a system akin to clans (Baldwin & Henkel, 2015). Baldwin and Henkel (2015) 

illustrated that an organisation would improve its innovation by allowing the knowledgeable 

employees to communicate with each other, which would be helpful in mitigating KL 

behaviour. Other organisations apply compartmentalisation digitally (Ilvonen et al., 2018) by 

segmenting their internal networks using tools such as firewalls. This creates a barrier 

between knowledge assets and unauthorised access (Christina et al., 2016). 

2.6 The Research Gap 

Despite previous works studying KL dimensions and the security controls used to address the 

issue, recent studies have argued that KL is still an underdeveloped research area (Hislop et 

al., 2018; Ilvonen et al., 2019; Ritala et al., 2018) and that there needs to be further 

investigation of the individual-level leaking of confidential knowledge. This is because the 

human dimension is strongly related to the different domains discussing KL. We argue that 

KL is a human-centric risk and that it is critical to address the gap of understanding the key 

factors related to that leaking risk. Therefore, the goal of this study was to investigate the key 

factors that trigger individuals’ leaking behaviour. 

Moreover, one of the criticisms that innovative literature has raised against KL protection 

mechanisms is that there are so many of them for an organisation to apply. In response to this 

view, this study also aimed to identify a set of straightforward key controls that mitigate KL 

behaviour. 
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Chapter 3: Research Design 

The previous chapter illustrated that there is a scarcity of literature that looks at security 

experts’ perceptions of knowledge leakage risk behaviour in-depth. This chapter outlines and 

justifies the study design that was adopted in undertaking this research. This chapter includes 

the research design; the research setting; the sampling strategy; recruitment procedure; data 

collection; analysis procedures; ethical considerations; research rigour; and chapter summary. 

3.1 Research Design 

Creswell and Poth (2018) have described research design as a blueprint for the overall 

processes and phases of conducting a study. Relatedly, qualitative design is used to 

understand different views and behaviours related to a specific experience (Neuman, 2013). 

The qualitative design substantiates the participants’ perspectives as they provide context for 

their views, which aids the researcher in studying and understanding their experiences 

(Creswell & Poth, 2018). To answer the research question, this research was undertaken with 

an exploratory, qualitative design to investigate security practitioners’ views of the key factors 

of KL behavioural risk in KIOs. The design proposes a better understanding of a particular 

issue (Neuman, 2013); therefore, it has been used in information system studies to seek a 

better understanding of specific IS cases (Belanger, 2012; Shedden et al., 2011) and, more 

specifically, behavioural information security research (Chatterjee et al., 2015; Crossler et al., 

2013). 

The author designed this research through two phases. First, the researcher conceptualised the 

KL behavioural risk by developing a descriptive model of KL (see Chapter Four). This model 

generates generic KL behaviour scenarios, which were depicted in the literature. Second, the 

researcher used the generated scenarios as a data collection instrument in the focus groups 

discussion. 

3.2 Setting 

This research was conducted at the University of Melbourne in Australia. The university is 

highly ranked, leading in research expenditures worldwide (Group of Eight Australia, 2019). 

Moreover, the intended participants are all located in Melbourne. Thus, selecting the 
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university was convenient for the participants. The discussion sessions were held in an 

Information System Department classroom. 

3.3 Population and Sample 

Sampling is described as a process of selecting an eligible population for the research, from 

which to collect pertinent data (Clarke & Braun, 2013; Creswell & Poth, 2018). Therefore, the 

researcher utilised a purposeful sampling for the study (Suri, 2011). This method is 

appropriate for constituting an expert sample (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Fusch & Ness, 2015). 

The selection criteria were information security practitioners working in security management 

in Australian KIOs. A total of seven information security practitioners volunteered to 

participate in this research. After completing two focus group discussions, data saturation was 

achieved, as no new information from the analysed data emerged. Fusch and Ness (2015) 

described data saturation in focus group discussions as the level where no new themes along 

with any new codes are arising from the collected data. 

3.4 Recruitment Procedures 

Creswell and Poth (2018) argued that an appropriate qualitative study should utilise an 

efficacious and suitable recruitment strategy. This research used two recruitment strategies. 

First, LinkedIn was utilised to search for security practitioners. Then, the security experts 

were personally recruited via email. The recruitment letter included the author’s information 

(name and email) and explained the research objectives, expectations of the discussions’ 

location, and duration so that the participants fully understood the scope of the research (see 

Appendix B). 

Second, a snowball sampling strategy was used to recruit additional security experts. The 

snowball sampling helped to recruit security experts who were not accessible to the researcher 

(Suri, 2011). Maintaining the confidentiality and privacy of the participants and their 

information were top considerations throughout the course of this study. 

3.5 Data Collection 

Qualitative studies use interpersonal communication with the research’s participants to 

generate a substantial amount of information (Creswell & Poth, 2018). This research utilised 

face-to-face focus group discussions to comprehend security practitioners’ perspectives about 

factors of leaking behaviour risk and security controls to address this behaviour; the 
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discussions also allowed them to exchange views and further explain their ideas and 

experiences (Belanger, 2012; Creswell & Poth, 2018). The discussions have been recognised 

as a qualitative tool designed to collect participants’ different perspectives and interaction on a 

specific topic and have been adapted in IS studies (Belanger, 2012; Cyr, 2014; Myers & 

Newman, 2007). For this research, participants were divided into two groups. This would, as 

Fusch and Ness (2015) highlighted, generate rich and manageable data to analyse. Two 

moderators were managing each session (Fusch & Ness, 2015; Neuman, 2013). 

Moreover, face-to-face communication enables the researcher to observe the participants’ 

interactions and emotions (Creswell & Poth, 2018). This generates rich information that might 

otherwise be difficult to obtain—in this case, the moderators and researcher had the 

opportunity to request clarification of responses, and other participants were able to comment 

on those replies (Cyr, 2014). 

3.5.1 Focus group questions 

The group discussion questions were developed objectively to meet the aim of the study after 

constructing KL behavioural risk scenarios. The focus group discussion involved three phases 

(Table 3): 1) demographic questions; 2) semi-structured questions and presented leaking 

scenarios (see Appendix C); and 3) exit questions. The phases were undertaken on the same 

day and each session lasted between 90 and 120 minutes, including a 10-minute break. 

Further, the semi-structured questions were adapted to assist the author in designing additional 

queries that would adequately address the research question (Clarke & Braun, 2013; Creswell 

& Poth, 2018).   
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Table 3–1: Focus group session. 

Phase 1: Demographic Questions follow Overview Questions 
Purposes: To obtain a better understanding of the participants’ background.  

Demographic questions forms: 

i.Years of experiences. 
ii.The highest level of education. 
iii.Kind of Industry. 
iv.Role 

Overview question: Rationale of the question 

• What is knowledge leakage? • To explore participants’ experiences with knowledge 
leakage risk. 

Phase 2: Group Interview Questions 
Purposes: To understand their perspective on the presented knowledge leakage scenarios. 

Interview questions Rationale of the questions 

• From the presented scenario, what are the 
key enablers for the leaking incident? 

• To identify key influences of the leaking behaviour 
from the scenario.  

• From the presented scenario, what are the 
key inhibitors to prevent the leaking 
incident?  

• To highlight the most critical measures that security 
experts take to address knowledge leakage 
behavioural risk. 

Phase 3: Exit Questions 

• Is there anything else you would like to add about the presented scenarios? 

 

3.5.2 Validity of the discussion sessions 

At the beginning of the discussions, the moderators reminded the participants of their right to 

withdraw at any time. During the discussions, the researcher utilised two recordings to 

eliminate any recording accidents. The moderators and researcher checked the recordings 

prior to each session to test their settings. Thus, both oral and written information was 

properly documented. Before commencement, all participants signed a written consent form 

regarding the audio recording of the focus group sessions. Documentation also included time, 

the structure of each session, and dates. The overall data collection period was four weeks, 

commencing in the middle of March 2019, with two weeks for transcription. 
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3.6 Data Analysis 

The researcher adapted the thematic analysis because it provides the novice researcher 

accessibility and flexibility to reassess and analyse the collected data (Clarke & Braun, 2013; 

Creswell & Poth, 2018). Furthermore, thematic analysis is consistent with the research 

methodology, as it is a well-known approach to be used compatibly with qualitative research 

(Braun & Clarke, 2006). Thematic analysis is described as ‘a method for systematically 

identifying, organising, and offering insight into patterns of meaning (themes) across a 

dataset’ (Braun & Clarke, 2012, p. 57). 

The author used Braun & Clarke’s (2006) six-step analysis technique as a guide. First, the 

researcher became familiar with the collected data by reading and re-reading the transcripts 

and comparing participants’ statements throughout the coding and analysis stages. Second, 

from that, the researcher was able to generate initial codes. Third, the initial codes were 

aggregated into possible recurring sub-themes. Fourth, the researcher reviewed identified sub-

themes to assess their accuracy and consistency with the codes and, more broadly, the dataset. 

Fifth, the researcher refined and finalised each theme. And finally, the themes were 

constructed and labelled and the study report was created. Table 4 below presents an example 

of the analysis process undertaken in this research.   
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Table 3-2: The analysis process following Braun and Clarke (2006). 
Quotes Codes First Order theme Second Order 

theme 
Main 
Themes 

“Potentially they don’t have 
classification of the information 
and they’re enabling people to 
send attachments outside the 
organisation.” (P6, Q2) 

Missing 
classification 

Poor knowledge 
sensitivity classification 

Poor knowledge 
sensitivity 
classification 
system 

 

“First of all, there should be, 
they already have 
classification, which is 
good.  But for that 
classification, do they have 
labeling? If it's a confidential 
document, was it appropriately 
labeled” (P1, Q1) 

Inadequate 
labeling 

Poor labeling practices 

“...It would probably be a 
different mix of controls that 
might be the most effective in 
a particular situation, but the 
problem is you don't know 
what sort of situation will come 
at you.  So you just have to 
apply everything.” (P4, Q4) 

Poor risk 
identification 

Poor knowledge risk 
management practices  
 

Poor security 
management 
practices 

“But they’re [colleagues] 
working at two separate 
projects. He shouldn’t have 
access to the other project’s 
documentation. There should 
be proper segregation.” (P5, 
Q25) 
 

Poor 
segregation 

Poor 
compartmentalisation 
of confidential 
knowledge 

 

3.7 Ethics Considerations 

In January 2019, the researcher and her supervisors sought for a minimal risk application 

project from the Engineering Human Research Ethics Advisory Group (HEAG). The 

application included the research title and description of the study aims. A plain language 

statement (PLS), consent form, and recruitment letter (see Appendix B) were forwarded to the 

HEAG.  

Approval from the University of Melbourne’s HEAG was received (Ethics ID: 1953589) to 

carry out the research within a five-year period, commencing from 27 February 2019 (see 

Appendix D). This research commenced after obtaining ethical approval. The researcher 

considered the following principles in order to guarantee that the study would not have a 

negative impact on the participants. 

3.7.1 Autonomy 

The author had to respect the participants’ decisions about whether they wished to take part in 

this research (Myers & Newman, 2007; Neuman, 2013; Orb, Eisenhauer, & Wynaden, 2001). 
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The author obtained a written consent form from each participant prior to starting the group 

discussions. All were informed of the voluntary nature of the study. Additionally, participants 

were informed that they could withdraw from this research at any time prior to the data 

analysis phase, with no sanction. Furthermore, as a precautionary measure, the PLS document 

was provided to all participants, explaining the research in clear and understandable language 

(see Appendix B). 

3.7.2  Beneficence and Non-Malfeasance 

The findings from this study should positively add to the knowledge base of both participants 

and the general public (Orb et al., 2001) and pose no potential damage to either (Myers & 

Newman, 2007). The researcher communicated the expected benefits and risks to the 

participants in the consent form, PLS, and recruitment letter. Moreover, the researcher 

provided each participant with an ID number, in order to ensure and maintain anonymity 

throughout the recordings. The researcher also maintained the confidentiality and privacy of 

the participants by keeping their information in a password-protected computer, which was 

accessible solely by the researcher and the supervisors. Neuman (2013) suggested presenting 

research results using pseudonyms, which was the method adopted in presenting the results of 

this study. In addition, all records and information documents were stored in the University of 

Melbourne database. 

3.7.3 Justice 

This study should invite targeted participants fairly, based on their experience in the field of 

information security (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Orb et al., 2001). The study information was 

equally communicated and shared with all participants. The moderators also helped in 

managing the discussion and encouraging the security experts to share their views. 

3.8 Research Rigour 

Guba and Lincoln (1981) demonstrated the four principles of a piece of research’s 

trustworthiness, which are credibility, dependability, transferability and conformability. The 

trustworthiness criteria have been commonly adopted in qualitative IS studies to evaluate data 

(Sikolia, Biros, Mason, & Weiser, 2013). The author utilised these principles as evaluation 

criteria when testing the rigour of the research. 
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3.8.1 Credibility 

This principle refers to ‘how much the data collected accurately reflects the multiple realities 

of the phenomenon’ (Sikolia et al., 2013, p. 2). This research indicated credibility through the 

iteration process of analysing and comparing the information derived from the participants in 

focus group discussions. 

3.8.2 Dependability 

This principle refers to ‘the confirmation that the data represents the changing conditions of 

the phenomenon under study’ (Sikolia et al., 2013, p. 3). This research indicated dependability 

by the detailed reporting of the research stages so other researchers would be able to expand 

upon the resulting information. 

3.8.3 Transferability 

This principle refers to ‘the applicability of one set of findings to another setting’ (Sikolia et 

al., 2013, p. 2). This research indicated transferability by the extended description of the 

participants’ statements and the rationale behind them. Moreover, the student researcher 

provided a detailed description of the research methodology, interpretation of the findings, 

and the contributions. 

3.8.4 Conformability 

Conformability is obtained when credibility, dependability, and transformability are achieved. 

This principle refers to ‘the objectivity of research’ (Sikolia et al., 2013, p. 3). This research 

indicated conformability, as the author was vigilance during data collection by asking probing 

questions to clarify participants’ statements. Moreover, in findings, the research quoted the 

exact statement assures objectivity in interpreting the research results (see Chapter Five). 

3.9 Chapter Summary 

This chapter provided a comprehensive view of the research methodology that was employed 

to guide and answer the research question: an exploratory, qualitative design. The intended 

research question was, ‘From security practitioners’ perspective, what are the key enablers 

and inhibitors for knowledge-leakage risk?’ Moreover, this chapter demonstrated the research 

setting, sampling and population, validity and reliability of data collection, and analysis 

methods. This chapter also included the ethical considerations and research rigour. The 

research model is presented in the following chapter.
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Chapter 4: Model Development  

The previous chapter outlined the methodology and design adopted in this study. This chapter 

provides a knowledge leakage model that highlights the possible scenarios of knowledge 

leakage behaviour incidents. Next, it explains the rationale for investigating knowledge 

leakage risk through a behavioural information security lens. Then, the chapter explains threat 

modelling; with a knowledge leakage behaviour model following that presents possible 

knowledge leakage scenarios. This model was used by the researcher as an instrument for data 

collection. 

4.1 Knowledge Leakage as a Behavioural Information Security Risk 

As elucidated in the literature review, KL risk is a human-centred phenomenon. Therefore, 

exploring KL risk through a behavioural information security lens is needed for the issue to be 

adequately addressed (Hislop et al., 2018; Ilvonen et al., 2019; Tan et al., 2016). Crossler et 

al. (2013, p.91) describe behavioural information security research as a ‘subfield of the 

broader InfoSec field that focuses on the behaviours of individuals which [is] related to 

information and information systems assets.’ In other words, studying security behaviour is 

related to protecting or threatening an organisation’s assets (Chatterjee et al., 2015; Crossler et 

al., 2013). 

Chatterjee et al. (2015) and Crossler et al. (2013) suggest that behavioural information 

security researchers adapt a scenario-based research approach when investigating 

unacceptable behavioural practices. Crossler et al. (2013) even recommended utilising 

reported behavioural scenarios instead of ‘self-reported scenarios’ as a data collection 

instrument for two reasons. First, reported scenarios would better reflect the objectivity of 

building the data collection questionnaire (Ben-Asher & Gonzalez, 2015). Second, utilising 

reported scenarios rather than relying solely on intention would increase the reliability of the 

collected data, as intentions do not always lead to action (Anderson & Agarwal, 2010; 

Crossler et al., 2013). Therefore, the authors have opted to extensively explore reported KL 

incidents in academic and professional literature. 
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4.2 Threat Modelling 

The risk of leakage poses a threat to the organisation’s confidential knowledge assets. To 

better understand this threat, security researchers have argued that modelling is a good tool for 

providing a bigger picture of security issues (Shevchenko, Chick, O’Riordan, Scanlon, & 

Woody, 2018; Shostack, 2014). Therefore, as this research’s aim is to explore what 

contributes to KL behavioural risk, modelling this risk assists the researcher in identifying 

examples of knowledge disclosure. Moreover, Shostack (2014) affirmed that modelling assists 

in addressing each identified threat, which is also a goal of this research. One of the key 

strategies in structuring the threat modelling is focusing on attackers (Shostack, 2014). As KL 

behavioural risk is a human-centric issue, an attacker-driven strategy is adopted in the 

modelling process. 

An attacker-driven approach provides possibilities for the approaches used by people who 

might intentionally or unintentionally attack the organisation’s assets. Security experts argued 

that addressing humans as threat agents would help humanise the threats (Crossler et al., 

2013). Moreover, Shostack (2014) added that an attacker-driven approach is helpful when the 

study is aiming to explain who might attack the organisation assets and humanise the risk by 

adding a human threat agent.  

4.3 Classification of Knowledge-Leakage Behavioural Risk Model  

As highlighted in the literature review chapter, studies investigating the key factors of KL 

behavioural risk are still underdeveloped. Therefore, the researcher used the attacker-driven 

approach to model the leaking risk. Then, data leakage scenario classification parameters 

suggested by Shabtai, Elovici, and Rokach (2012) were used to guide the development of KL 

scenarios model. Data leakage scenario classification parameters were selected for two 

reasons. First, the classification enables in-depth exploration of the leakage risk scenarios. 

Second, the classification allows reachability to detect as many scenarios where knowledge 

leaks occur. Accorsi, Lehmann, and Lohmann (2015) illustrated that the data leakage 

classification assists to identify potential covert leaking channels. Therefore, the participants 

would be exposed to KL scenarios that they might not previously have experienced. The 

security practitioners would then reflect on the presented KL scenarios through their 

professional experiences. To better validate the generated KL scenarios, the researcher, along 

with the supervisors, iteratively reviewed and synthesised KL incidents reported in the 

literature against the developed model. 
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As depicted in Figure 4.1, conceptualising confidential KLR is based on five parameters: 

where did the knowledge leakage occur, who caused the leakage (human threat agent), how 

was access to the knowledge gained, the nature of the leaking, and how did the knowledge 

leak.  

Figure 4–1: Knowledge-leakage behavioural risk model. 

4.3.1 Where did knowledge leakage occur? 

The first parameter referred to the possible locations of KLR, which can be divided into three 

areas. First, inside the organisation, meaning the leaking incident occurs within the 
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organisation’s physical boundaries (Hislop et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2017). For example, two 

teams from different departments working collaboratively could lead to KL within the 

organisation’s physical perimeter. Second, outside the organisation, meaning the leaking—or, 

in some cases, stealing—incident occurs outside the organisation’s physical boundaries 

(Frishammar et al., 2015). For example, an outside incident would occur if confidential new 

product designs were stolen from an employee’s computer. In the third method, the leaking 

occurs in a third-party’s physical location (Frishammar et al., 2015; Olaner & Hurmelinna-

Laukkanen, 2015). 

4.3.2 Who caused knowledge leakage? 

The second parameter highlights the possible human threat agents who would leak 

knowledge, which follows the KL locations: an insider, an outsider, or an external insider. An 

insider is an internal trusted source resident within the organisation, such as a knowledge 

worker or other regular employee (Hislop et al., 2018; Pitruzzello, Ahmad, & Maynard, 

2017). Outsiders mean that the knowledge leaking or stealing occurs from an external source, 

such as competitors attempting to steal knowledge assets (Frishammar et al., 2015; Inkpen et 

al., 2018). External insiders mean that the leaking source is a trusted partner, such as a 

contractor (consultancy or offshore services firm) (Frishammar et al., 2015; Hislop et al., 

2018; Ritala et al., 2018).  

4.3.3 How was access to knowledge gained? 

The third parameter is complementary to the second parameter and further explains the access 

privilege of the leaking source. Access privilege to knowledge assets can be placed into two 

categories: authorised or unauthorised (Hislop et al., 2018; Kumar, 2012). In KL scenarios, 

authorised refers to trusted individuals—either insiders or external insiders who obtain a 

legitimate access to knowledge assets. Authorised individuals would be trusted insiders, such 

as knowledge workers, project managers, or data analysts, or external insiders such as 

suppliers or contractors (Hislop et al., 2018; Shabtai et al., 2012). 

Unauthorised individuals would be insiders who do not have legal access to knowledge assets, 

as their daily work does not require accessing confidential knowledge (Bloodgood & 

Salisbury, 2001). This could include new interns or employees from different departments 

(Lee et al., 2017). Unauthorised persons can also be outsiders, such as competitors 

(Frishammar et al., 2015). 
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4.3.4 The nature of leaking 

The fourth parameter indicates the intention of the leaking source. Crossler et al. (2013) 

illustrated that in behavioural information security studies, distinguishing deviant actions from 

accidental actions is critical to effectively applying protective solutions. In the KL literature, 

the nature of leaking is referred to as deliberate and accidental leakage (Agudelo-Serna et al., 

2017; Durst & Zieba, 2019; Frishammar et al., 2015; Hislop et al., 2018). 

Accidental leaking means that the leakage source unwittingly leaked confidential knowledge 

as a result of performing an organisation process or participating in an informal event (Ritala 

et al., 2015). The unintentional sources might be unaware of the seriousness of their behaviour 

(Ritala et al., 2015) or of the organisation’s secrecy policies (Bulgurcu et al., 2010). 

On the other hand, deliberate means that the leaking’s source attempts to perform it with 

malicious intent. The deliberate attack ignores organisational secrecy policies (Hislop et al., 

2018), with the perpetrator knowing the confidentiality of the knowledge and the occupational 

hazards of the leaking incident (Faisal et al., 2007; Makani & Marche, 2012). 

4.3.5 How did the knowledge leak? 

The last parameter highlights the leaking medium, which can be physical, digital, or 

conversational. Distinguishing between the three mediums might be useful, as the discussion 

around the knowledge protection would be different. 

Physical knowledge leaks occur through physical means such as documents, diagrams, 

figures, reports, blueprints, or handwritten notes (Durst & Zieba, 2019; Frishammar et al., 

2015; Hislop et al., 2018); digital leaks occur through emails, social media, BYOD, and online 

group communications (Agudelo-Serna et al., 2017; Hislop et al., 2018; Ilvonen et al., 2018). 

Conversational KL means verbal leaking during formal occasions like professional 

conferences, Q&A sessions, or exhibitions (Ritala et al., 2018, 2015); or informal occasions 

such as casual events (Faisal et al., 2007; Olander et al., 2015). 

4.3.6 Knowledge leakage behaviour scenarios 

As outlined in section 4.1, the researcher adopted scenario-based questions as a data collection 

instrument. The following scenarios were used in Table 4: 

• Generic Knowledge-Leakage Scenarios: representing overall possible scenarios 

derived from the classification of knowledge leakage scenarios mentioned above. 
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• Representative References: pinpoint the KL scenarios reported in the literature. The 

researcher used these in the data collection stage to communicate the generic leakage 

scenarios with the participants (see Appendix C). 

Table 4–1: Knowledge leakage scenarios table. 
Scenario 
Number 

Generic Knowledge-Leakage Scenarios Representative 
References 

1.  Knowledge Leakage Behavioural Risk➔ Inside the organisation ➔By an 
insider (authorised) ➔ Accidental ➔ Physical means 

(Frishammar, 
Ericsson, & Patel, 
2015; Hislop, 
Bosua, & Helms, 
2018; Ritala, 
Olander, 
Michailova, & 
Husted, 2015)   

2.  Knowledge-Leakage Behavioural Risk➔ Inside the organisation ➔By an 
insider (authorised) ➔ Accidental ➔Digital means  

3.  Knowledge Leakage Behavioural Risk➔ Inside the organisation ➔By an 
insider (authorised) ➔ Accidental ➔ Conversional means 

4.  Knowledge Leakage Behavioural Risk➔ Inside the organisation ➔By an 
insider (authorised) ➔ Deliberate ➔Physical means 

(Hislop et al., 
2018; Ritala et al., 
2015)  
 5.  Knowledge Leakage Behavioural Risk➔ Inside the organisation ➔By an 

insider (authorised) ➔Deliberate➔Digital means  

6.  Knowledge Leakage Behavioural Risk➔ Inside the organisation ➔ By an 
insider (authorised) ➔ Deliberate➔ Conversional means 

7.  Knowledge Leakage Behavioural Risk➔ Inside the organisation ➔By an 
insider (unauthorised) ➔ Deliberate➔ Physical means 

(Kumar, 2012; 
Lee et al., 2017) 

8.  Knowledge Leakage Behavioural Risk➔ Inside the organisation ➔By an 
insider (unauthorised) ➔ Deliberate➔Digital means 

9.  Knowledge Leakage Behavioural Risk➔ Inside the organisation ➔By an 
insider (unauthorised) ➔ Deliberate➔ Conversional means 

10.  Knowledge Leakage Behavioural Risk➔ Outside the organisation ➔By an 
outsider (unauthorised) ➔ Deliberate➔Physical means 

(Frishammar et 
al., 2015) 

11.  Knowledge Leakage Behavioural Risk➔ Outside the organisation ➔By an 
outsider (unauthorised) ➔ Deliberate➔Digital means 

12.  Knowledge Leakage Behavioural Risk➔ Outside the organisation ➔By an 
outsider (unauthorised) ➔ Deliberate ➔Conversational means 

13.  Knowledge Leakage Behavioural Risk➔ Outside the organisation ➔By an 
external insider (authorised) ➔Accidental➔Physical means 

(Frishammar et 
al., 2015; Hislop 
et al., 2018; 
Jiang, Li, Gao, 
Bao, & Jiang, 
2013; Ritala et al., 
2015; Shabtai et 
al., 2012) 

14.  Knowledge Leakage Behavioural Risk➔ Outside the organisation ➔By an 
external insider (authorised) ➔ Accidental➔ Digital means 

15.  Knowledge Leakage Behavioural Risk➔ Outside the organisation ➔By an 
external insider (authorised) ➔Accidental➔Conversational means 

16.  Knowledge Leakage Behavioural Risk➔ Outside the organisation ➔By an 
external insider (authorised) ➔ Deliberate➔ Physical means 

(Frishammar et 
al., 2015; Shabtai 
et al., 2012) 

17.  Knowledge Leakage Behavioural Risk➔ Outside the organisation ➔By an 
external insider (authorised) ➔ Deliberate➔ Digital means 

18.  Knowledge Leakage Behavioural Risk➔ Outside the organisation ➔By an 
external insider (authorised) ➔ Deliberate➔ Conversational means 
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4.4 Chapter Summary  

This chapter constructed knowledge leakage scenarios used as a data collection instrument 

and consisted of two parts. First, it explained the rationale of studying knowledge leakage risk 

through a behavioural information security lens. Furthermore, this chapter provided a 

discussion about scenario-based questions. Second, the researcher constructed a knowledge 

leakage model, describing the classification of KL scenarios. To help validate the generated 

scenarios, the researcher extensively and iteratively reviewed the literature. The next chapter 

outlines the research results.  
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Chapter 5: Findings 

The previous chapter presented the developed research model. This chapter outlines the 

research findings. This chapter is divided into two sections: the first presents an overview of 

the participant’s characteristics, while the second presents the generated themes. The 

constructed themes provide meaningful reflection from security practitioners about the key 

factors of knowledge leakage behavioural risk, shown in Figure 5-1. This research question is: 

‘From security practitioners’ perspective, what are the key enablers and inhibitors of 

knowledge leakage risk?’ 

Figure 5-1: Key factors of knowledge-leakage behavioural risk. 

5.1 Participants’ Characteristics 

Seven security expert participants were involved in the discussion sessions. Regarding the 

highest level of educational attainment, five participants had a master’s degree and two had a 

Ph.D. The majority of the security experts had more than ten years of experience in 

information security, while one had less than ten years of experience. The participants work in 

a variety of KIOs in Australia. All security experts were full-time employees. Table 5-1 below 

summarises the participants’ profiles. 
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Table 5-1 Participants’ characteristics. 

Participants’ 
ID 

Level of 
education 

Years of 
experience 

Kind of 
industry 

Role 

P1 Master 17+ ICT Information Technology 
Manager 

P2 PhD 13+ Education Security Analyst 

P3 Master 10+ Software 
services 

Senior Security Manager 

P4 Master 7+ Consulting Information Security 
Consultant  

P5 Master 26+ Consulting Information Security 
Consultant 

P6 PhD 20+ Government 
and Research 

Chief Information Security 
Officer 

P7 Master 28+ ICT Security Manager 

Not: ICT refers to Information and Communication Technology 

5.2 Results 

This section underlines the themes generated from the collected data. It summaries the two 

main themes: interpersonal enabling factors and organisational practices around knowledge 

leakage mitigation. Moreover, the associated sub-themes will be discussed. Each theme will 

be described as supported by participants’ quotations. 

5.2.1 Interpersonal enabler factors 

The first main theme to emerge from the analysis was around the employees themselves. 

Participants were asked to elucidate the key enablers of individual leaking behaviours from 

the presented scenarios. The participants discussed the individual-level factors that 

contributed to the leaking behaviour, which highlighted the two following sub-themes: 

leaking behaviour and employees’ personality traits. 

5.2.1.1 Leaking behaviour 

The participants suggested that some individuals’ leaking behaviours are difficult to address 

with security controls. The challenging leaking behaviours were elaborated as ‘accidental 

disclosure of confidential knowledge,’ ‘employee mobility,’ and ‘susceptibility to social 

engineering.’ 
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• Accidental disclosure of confidential knowledge 

Participants illustrated the risky accidental disclosure of confidential knowledge through 

different means. The first method was risky social interaction, which refers to leaks that 

usually occur accidentally without the source intending to—via conversations, for example: 

‘… Knowledge leakage is more of a passive thing where information or 

knowledge from an organisation is leaked out … which could be through social 

interaction, interaction amongst different teams, or through press releases and 

things like that.’ (P6, Q50) 

Security practitioners also highlighted the difficulty of controlling for the conversational 

leaking medium through employees’ risky social interaction. 

‘You can’t label word of mouth ... for now, you have no formal or technological 

controls about what people can say or not say.’ (P1, Q16) 

Second, careless handling of sensitive information/knowledge might lead to accidental 

disclosure of confidential knowledge. The study participants illustrated this leaking behaviour 

by explaining that employees’ lack of attention often leads to knowledge leakage mistakes. P6 

and P7 used the word ‘carelessness’ (Q40). P5 affirmed that carelessness is an important 

individual facilitator of knowledge leakage behaviour: 

‘Even if they [are] authorised to bring it out, leaving it carelessly somewhere for 

somebody to access the document is an issue.’ (P5, Q39) 

Third, accidental sharing out of overenthusiasm would also lead to accidental disclosure of 

confidential knowledge. P4 added that sometimes employees are unaware of their risky 

behaviour and would accidentally leak confidential knowledge out of eagerness: 

‘But this doesn’t seem like a deliberate thing. It just seems like he was just not 

aware. And he just put it out there because he was enthusiastic.’ (P4, Q17) 

Therefore, our participants discussed that employees (insiders and external insiders) are 

potential threat agents of the accidental leaking behaviour. These threat agents are authorised 

to gain access to the confidential knowledge. 

• Employees’ mobility 

The participants expressed that knowledgeable employees sometimes leak confidential 

knowledge by either changing their role within the organisation or by leaving and joining a 

competitor. 
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‘... An employee of an organisation A that has knowledge of how that 

organisation operates moves to organisation B, and it’s licensed the knowledge 

that they have already acquired in the previous organisation.’ (P1, Q49) 

Security practitioners highlighted that changing the knowledgeable employees’ roles within 

the organisation boundaries would also risk the secrecy of confidential knowledge. This 

would be a risky situation, especially if the employee’s transition was to a less senior position 

that did not require access to the confidential knowledge—this employee would already be 

privy to that knowledge from his/her previous position. Furthermore, a former employee 

joining a competitor is an additional risk of mobility, as knowledgeable employees may take 

the knowledge that they acquired with them to the new organisations. 

• Susceptibility to social engineering 

Susceptibility to social engineering means an authorised insider is more likely to reveal 

confidential knowledge; so unauthorised insiders or outsiders seek the opportunity to solicit 

confidential knowledge from that knowledgeable insider. 

‘I am reminded of the capability that people had. You know, they had a division 

… called Threat Ops. The Threat Ops was to collect human interventions. So, 

they went after competitors across the globe to see who is competing in their 

self-driving car market.’ (P4, Q37) 

Throughout the presented conversational leaking scenarios, the participants highlighted that 

some knowledgeable employees are not aware of the malicious social engineering attempts 

around them. The participants stated that social engineering threats are critical and the most 

difficult for security practitioners to address, as they involve psychological means of obtaining 

information from knowledgeable employees. 

5.2.1.2 Employees’ personality traits 

The second sub-theme of the individual factors was employees’ personality traits. The 

discussion participants stated that an employee’s personality traits might influence his/her 

tendencies to engage in unauthorised disclosure of confidential knowledge through knowledge 

leakage risk behaviours. The connection between employees’ personality traits and 

behavioural knowledge leakage was elaborated as follows. 
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• A sense of entitlement 

A sense of entitlement was discussed in both groups. P6 and P7 associated this trait with ego 

gratification and highlighted ‘ego’ (Q38) across the deliberate KL scenarios. Six of the seven 

experts complained about the deliberate attempts to leak knowledge due to an employee 

wanting to feel empowered and recognised by others. 

‘The reason that is a motivation … to share that information is he wants to feel 

empowered or he wants to feel important. I think that was the rationale behind 

as to why he shared what he’s not supposed to share. So, that’s an enabler.’ (P3, 

Q6)  

Moreover, a sense of entitlement was also discussed in the focus groups associated with 

revenge for perceived grievances. Some employees may leak an organisation’s confidential 

knowledge out of the belief that they have been treated unjustly. The study participants argued 

that this type of employee leak often occurs in concert with organisational changes, such as 

layoffs or restructuring:  

‘You can’t prevent that … so, the only thing you can do if [organisational 

changes occur], you should know that there is a high probability of 

disgruntlement. So, people like that should be quarantined.’ (P1, Q13) 

Participants added that disgruntlement might lead to confidential knowledge leaks. 

‘To have a person go through or carry out those activities, that person’s really 

being vindictive. That’s someone who’s not happy at all.’ (P7, Q36) 

Therefore, KIOs should be aware of their employees’ situations and their personalities. The 

participants stressed that organisations should have a vision of their internal employees, how 

they would react if organisational changes occurred, and who would probably react negatively 

towards the organisation’s assets. 

• Protect or advance themselves 

Other participants mentioned that some third-party contractors intentionally leak confidential 

knowledge for their own personal benefit, such as to sell themselves to other organisations or 

increase their revenue and business in the market: 

‘… Maybe for their own benefit, as you can say to get more business—to share 

that information with a competitor.’ (P6, Q27) 
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The participants illustrated that unfortunately, this is the culture of some third parties (e.g., 

suppliers, contractors). They tend to leak organisation knowledge to increase their revenue in 

the market by gaining more attention from the organisation’s competitors. 

• Non-honourable internal competition 

A few participants argued that non-honourable internal competition among employees could 

also lead to confidential KL. The internal unauthorised leaking source might be competitive in 

nature, which would lead to a malicious leaking attempt: 

‘… Maybe the person is competitive in nature and he wants to serve his projects 

… they [employees] compete on these kinds of technologies. So, the competitive 

person I will talk about might come from my project perspective. And if the other 

person is able to interpret it, then it’s leakage.’ (P2, Q44) 

Further, some insider employees would also leak their organisation assets to obtain benefits 

from competitors, as some of the employees would be a paid threat agent sent from other 

companies. 

5.2.2 Organisational practices around knowledge leakage mitigation 

The second main theme generated from the focus group discussions was organisation 

practices around knowledge leakage mitigation. Participants revealed an overall consensus on 

the key role that the organisation’s practices played in facilitating or inhibiting the KL 

behaviour. This main theme consists of two sub-themes: the poor knowledge sensitivity 

classification systems and poor knowledge security management practices. 

5.2.2.1 Poor knowledge sensitivity classification systems 

The first sub-theme of the organisational practices involves questioning whether the 

organisation understands what it has and how sensitive it is. Participants expressed this sub-

theme as knowledge sensitivity classification systems. Across the two focus groups, the 

researcher observed that most participants shared the same idea that a poor knowledge 

sensitivity classification system could be a key attribute to KL behaviour. Participants 

described this sub-theme as inadequate confidential knowledge classification security 

practices in organisations. The participants discussed this sub-theme as follows. 
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• Poor knowledge sensitivity classification 

P6 and P7 argued that some organisations do not apply appropriate sensitivity classifications 

to their knowledge assets, which would create an issue of improper secrecy protection 

controls around that asset: 

‘Potentially, they don’t have classification of the information and they’re 

enabling people to send attachments outside the organisation.’ (P6, Q2) 

Furthermore, the study participants also questioned the effectiveness of knowledge sensitivity 

classification undertaken by KIOs, as the secrecy should be an essential element of the 

classification. They pointed out that inappropriate sensitivity classification would compromise 

the confidentiality of knowledge, which would enable unauthorised insiders or outsiders to 

interpret, understand, and leak the confidential knowledge. 

‘The interesting one with her calling people up and talking about trade secrets, 

she would have had to have read information and made sense of it to be able to 

discuss it with someone.’ (P7, Q48) 

The knowledge sensitivity classification based on secrecy that an organisation applies should 

also be extended to third parties to ensure the same sensitivity considerations are undertaken.  

‘…The kind of controls you have within the organisation, they don’t end with the 

organisation. They need to be extended to the supplier so … the same classification, 

this information is classified as confidential or as private, or is internal only.’ (P1, 

Q96) 

This practice would mitigate the leaking possibilities from the external insider location, 

as the third party would be aware of the organisation sensitivity considerations.   

• Poor labelling practices 

Participants explained that as part of the classification system practices, appropriate labelling 

should be applied to accommodate the sensitivity of the relevant knowledge. 

‘…But for that classification, do they have labelling? If it’s a confidential 

document, was it appropriately labelled? So, one, you need to classify your 

documents, your information, and, two, you need to label those documents as 

much as possible.’ (P1, Q1) 
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Other participants discussed the labelling procedure as it related to the issue of managing the 

three leaking mediums. They explained that labelling practices should vary according to the 

mediums. Moreover, some participants also conveyed that physical mediums are a liability for 

the organisation and described them as problematic in terms of protecting insiders from 

leaking: 

‘Why print out a document...Why have it in physical form? … You’ve got another 

bit of physical thing that you need to worry about … If it was still stored in 

electronic format, whether an iPad or even a laptop, you can easily secure it if 

you leave it behind, whereas a piece of paper—that’s it.’ (P7, Q33) 

P6 confirmed that and added:  

‘...You can’t trace it. Once it’s in hard copy, it’s gone.’ (P6, Q42) 

For physical mediums, other participants stated that visual labelling of confidential knowledge 

would be the proper security control to deter accidental knowledge leakage behaviour: 

‘If it’s confidential, basically I print on top of it. Like it’s a confidential 

document. And if the colleague is seeing it, he can actually say that this is 

confidential or they must be more vigilant to protect it.’ (P2, Q100) 

Therefore, across the presented leaking scenarios, security practitioners showed their concerns 

in managing the physical mediums involved in knowledge leaking. Physical documents are 

easier to accidentally lose or deliberately steal from the authorised knowledgeable employees. 

• Inadequate controls for implementing knowledge sensitivity policy 

P1 pointed out that inappropriate controls for implementing sensitivity could probably account 

for KL behaviour scenarios, arguing that if a confidential knowledge asset was properly 

classified and labelled, then sensitivity controls should be aimed at securing the 

confidentiality of that asset from leaking: 

‘...How will I [unauthorised] get access to confidential documents? They 

shouldn’t be lying around in the first place. They should have been locked up or 

kept somewhere secure. So, enablers would be confidential documents [that] are 

not secured the way they are meant to be secured for a visitor to have access to 

them in the first place.’ (P1, Q3)  
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P5 explained that inadequate secrecy controls for implementing sensitivity practices to 

confidential knowledge would also have an effect on selecting sufficient protection controls 

on physical documents: 

‘It’s hard to control that document that they bring out, right … even if they’re 

authorised to bring that document out. What’s after that? There’s no control on 

the physical document, leaving it around.’ (P5, Q20) 

P1 validated P5’s opinions and commented on the internal-to-internal leaking scenarios, 

where the unauthorised leaking source maliciously steals physical documents from the 

authorised employees: 

‘[It] means David’s office [the authorised] did not have the appropriate controls 

to limit access to the document. And two, did not have the controls or the system 

in place to know that someone had taken documents from the office.’ (P1, Q22) 

P6 agreed with P1 and P5’s points of view and illustrated that inappropriate controls of the 

sensitivity classification asset may lead to an unauthorised insider’s deliberate leaking 

attempt: 

‘If it’s a confidential document, it should be secured, and if it’s a confidential 

document on an electronic system and Joe is on a different project, Joe doesn’t 

have a need to know and shouldn’t have access to it.’ (P6, Q15) 

P6 added that some organisations enable the leaking behaviour incidents by facilitating 

physical access to the employees’ offices—for instance, by having open-plan offices: 

‘If it is an open plan office, then you can’t stop that … maybe he doesn’t have a 

filing cabinet that he can lock. Maybe it doesn’t have locks.’ (P6, Q23) 

Participants also raised the issue of controlling for digital mediums with confidential 

knowledge, especially when an organisation allows portable devices: 

‘You can stick the soft copy onto a USB stick and email it from outside the 

network, so it may or may not have been leaked from within the organisation.’ 

(P6, Q46) 

Moreover, participants discussed the issue of sending confidential knowledge via email and 

argued that ease of accessibility was a reason for this kind of behavioural leaking: 
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‘With the anonymous email of the soft copy, that’s an issue of it being too easy to 

access the document electronically. You can put it on an electronic media, walk 

out, and then use.’ (P7, Q5) 

Therefore, the participants highlighted that allowing employees to bring their own devices to 

the organisations is a poor and risky practice from the organisation’s point of view. The 

leaking risk is exacerbated when knowledgeable employees who have direct access to the 

confidential knowledge are allowed to use their personal devices (such as USB sticks). 

• Improper classification practices 

Participants (P3, P4, P6, P7) suggested that the improper balancing of classification between 

what needs to be shared and what needs to be known as confidential also may contribute to 

KL behaviour: 

‘I think it’s a balance. When a company needs to know, it can’t classify 

everything as an IP … I think that part of the problem is they need to know what 

is an IP, which is what they’re supposed to share, what they can share … Too 

much of a lockdown will curtail collaboration. Too much of openness, scenarios 

will happen like this.’ (P3, Q9) 

Further, P7 described balanced classification practices as the ‘ability to wear different hats.’ 

P6 elucidated on balancing the sensitivity classification: 

‘Normally, the smaller the business, everyone tends to know—even the cleaner 

knows what’s going on … if they haven’t had that experience in background in 

working in small businesses and constantly … talking about all the things 

they’re doing, [they] need to be more careful about what gets divulged in the 

media. But they [small organisations] don’t have that mindset.’ (P6, Q7)  

The participants highlighted that organisations should be clear on balancing what needs to be 

shared publicly to gain organisational incentives and what should be kept secret to maintain 

the organisation’s competitive uniqueness in the market. An unclear vision would be reflected 

in the employees’ leaking behaviour, as they will not be aware of what to share and what not 

to share. 

5.2.2.2 Poor knowledge security management practices 

The second sub-theme to emerge from the organisational practices refers to what organisation 

security practices apply within the security controls around the sensitive knowledge. 
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Participants discussed this sub-theme relating to limited knowledge security management 

practices within organisations. Some knowledge security management practices are 

considered as key factors in KL behaviour. Participants discussed the incompleteness of some 

knowledge security management practices influencing KL behaviour. 

• Poor knowledge risk management practices 

Many participants stated that the lack of risk identification practices of KLR enables 

behavioural leaking scenarios to occur. Some participants illustrated that the variety of leaking 

scenarios adds more difficulty in managing the KLR. 

‘It would probably be a different mix of controls that might be the most effective 

in a particular situation, but the problem is you don’t know what sort of 

situation will come at you. So, you just have to apply everything.’ (P4, Q4) 

Other participants shared their experience with identifying KL behaviour scenarios, revealing 

that behavioural leaking scenarios are challenging to address if only the information security 

department in the organisation is involved. P1 summarised:  

‘So, for knowledge leakage, it’s about recognising how knowledge can be 

leaked, what avenues, in what ways does it leak, said in what ways knowledge 

can be leaked before you can now start thinking of what controls you can put in 

place to mitigate leakage.’ (P1, Q12) 

The participants also said that some of the presented behavioural leaking scenarios are not 

currently recognised by many security practitioners because the majority of the experts are 

from a technical profession. Therefore, leaking incidents are not properly addressed and 

controlled. This is a result of the leaking risk only being addressed from a technical 

perspective while neglecting the social aspect of the issue. P7 explained: 

‘Like, these scenarios we have looked at, there are some that I’m sure most 

people have not thought of. Like discussing details of a project in a conference, 

… I don’t recall seeing any policy statements that talk about not discussing 

projects … we have policies that talk about not leaking, not sharing information 

with unauthorised people. But in terms of actually talking about project that is 

ongoing with an outsider, nobody actually talks about them.’ (P7, Q67) 

Poor knowledge risk management practices were further discussed in terms of risk assessment 

practices when organisations collaborate with third parties. Some participants argued that 
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some KIOs’ activities require engaging with third parties such as suppliers or consultants. 

Therefore, they stressed that KIOs should apply their risk assessment activities when 

collaborating with the third party to assess the risks. 

‘Normally, when you are engaging a supplier, there’s a risk assessment process. 

What are the risks of engaging with this supplier?’ (P1, Q91) 

Adding to the organisational collaboration issue, other participants shared their experiences 

with the associated risks when collaborating with the wrong third parties as a result of 

adequate risk assessment practices: 

‘Everybody knew that they were not supposed to share that information. But is it 

the right thing to do? Like … if you have a direction from the [third-party] 

organisation, the acquisition was … giving direction to the [third-party] teams 

working in collaboration with the [KIOs’ team] to understand what proprietary 

goods they have to see if they can replicate the market.’ (P3, Q8) 

P1 continued explaining the criticality of risk assessment for third parties when knowledge 

assets are being exchanged. P1 emphasised that when KIOs are risk assessing the third party, 

they should select the parties that have the same risk appetite. 

‘… So, you look for suppliers that have similar controls or risk appetite or risk 

profile that is acceptable to your organisation. Especially when you have IP in 

place.’ (P1, Q92) 

The participants highlighted that the process of selecting third parties is critical. KIOs should 

be more vigilant in risk profiling and selecting contractors, especially when knowledge assets 

are to be exchanged and their own knowledgeable employees are working with the third 

party’s employees. 

Participants also mentioned that applying risk assessments for employees is a critical security 

practice because many KL behavioural risks occur when organisational changes take place. 

Therefore, the organisations should risk profile employees as to be more aware when 

introducing organisational changes to them. 

‘… Whenever there’s a major change within an organisation where people will 

be demoted or people will be let go, things occur at that time [that] lead to 

people being disgruntled. That’s when you should be more vigilant in terms of 

who should have access to what. And who is actually accessing what.’ (P2, Q90) 
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P1 agreed with P2’s view and added that risk-profiling practices for employees may also 

include identifying the potential leaking behavioural risks and which employee might leak 

confidential knowledge: 

‘So, the only thing you can do is if you’ve demoted someone, you should know 

that there is a high probability of disgruntlement.’ (P1, Q85) 

Other participants suggested using technical measures, such as setting honeypots, to identify 

potential leaking behaviours so KIOs would be able to detect unauthorised access of 

knowledge assets and identify intentional leaking attempts. 

‘… Setting up honeypots so really the information that’s easily accessible is not 

real, it’s all fake stuff. It’s a good way to keep your competitors wasting their 

time.’ (P7, Q51) 

The participants highlighted that the technical measures would at least detect the digital 

leaking or stealing attempts of organisational confidential knowledge. Therefore, by applying 

the technical security controls, leaking through digital mediums can be mitigated. 

• Poor compartmentalisation of confidential knowledge 

Participants expressed their concerns about applying proper compartmentalisation to 

confidential knowledge, stressing that behavioural KL may be due to improper 

compartmentalisation, which in turn compromises the accessibility of confidential knowledge: 

‘But they’re [colleagues] working at two separate projects. He shouldn’t have 

access to the other project’s documentation. There should be proper 

segregation.’ (P5, Q25) 

The participants highlighted that the improper compartmentalisation would not only 

compromise the confidentiality of knowledge to outsiders, but also unauthorised insiders.  

Other participants argued that inadequate compartmentalisation would give excessive 

privileges to unauthorised employees. 

‘As a CFO, limit the CFO’s access to information that relates to the financing, 

not to the technical documentation, because regardless of how senior they are, 

they don’t need access to designs and technologies. A CEO would, but not the 

CFO. Definitely not the scope of duties.’ (P7, Q10) 
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P7 also emphasised that the negative impact of improper compartmentalisation of confidential 

knowledge would progress to compromising the inaccessibility of confidential knowledge to 

outsiders. Speaking of the scenarios where unauthorised outsiders steal physical and digital 

mediums: 

‘… Why were they even allowed to have their phones, assuming it’s their phone 

or a camera? Why would a visitor have a need to photograph a project? That’s 

just poor security from the company’s point of view.’ (P7, Q28) 

However, some participants demonstrated that even with proper compartmentalisation of 

confidential knowledge, in some leaking scenarios the source was authorised to know and 

access that confidential knowledge. 

‘So, he had a need to know that information, so even if they have all the correct 

stuff in place, this person has the need to know, legitimately has access to it, but 

has decided, for whatever reason to leak!’ (P6, 47) 

Since this leaking source would be authorised to know that knowledge, compartmentalisation 

measures would have limited value—this person understood the confidential knowledge and 

was able to discuss it with others. Participants highlighted this case as problematic, especially 

when collaborating with third parties. P7 explained the issue: 

‘… Because they [external insiders] have read it and they remember it and they 

can go back and read it every day … after a period of time, even with all of those 

controls in place, each night after work they [external insiders] can write notes 

… and they can have enough detail over several weeks to put together a four or 

five pages document of their own and then start sharing.’ (P7, Q19) 

Therefore, the participants expressed their concerns regarding managing the critical issue of 

leaking behaviour from authorised sources. They illustrated the difficulty of managing this 

issue because the leaking source in this situation had gained legitimate authorised access to 

the organisation’s knowledge assets. 

• Human resource management practices 

As described in Chapters 2 and 4, knowledge leakage is a human-centred risk, and an 

individual aspect is involved across the three dimensions of KLR (technical, operational, and 

human). Study participants reported their experience with the importance of embedding risk 

management practices within human resource management (HRM) practices. This embedding 
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would assist security practitioners in considering both the social and technical perspectives. 

They suggested, across the presented scenarios, that hiring practices might inhibit knowledge 

leakage behavioural risk.  

‘Good hiring practices, getting the right person.’ (P7, Q87)  

P6 added that organisations might have a better opportunity in mitigating KL behavioural 

scenarios when having proper security hiring practices in the first place: 

‘Which is what it’s about so much of the time, isn’t it? It’s about people: getting 

the right person in the first place.’ (P6, Q88) 

Hiring practices were further discussed, demonstrating security activities such as the 

background checking of people prior to hiring them: 

‘Doing some kind of background check or some kind of additional profiling. A 

lot more companies do those types of background check.’ (P6, Q86)  

P7 added that, across the insider leaking sources presented, poor hiring practices are a key 

enabler for KL behavioural risk. Poor hiring practices such as improper background checking, 

could result in hiring an employee that is working for another competitor. 

‘Bad hiring again … you hired the wrong CFO. You don’t know in hindsight.’ 

(P7, Q56) 

Participants also illustrated other HRM practices, such as employee screening and profiling 

that should be used as ongoing security practices to control KL behavioural risk. 

‘However, when you’re working for any sort of organisation, small or large, 

change is constant, and if unfortunately you hired the wrong person who can’t 

manage or doesn’t like the change that’s going on and they behave like that, 

then clearly you’ve hired the wrong person in your business.’ (P6, Q35) 

P6 shared his experience with the ongoing security HRM practices, illustrating that 

organisations should embed shoulder-monitoring activities that notice an employee’s 

breaching attempts. These practices would enable the organisation to be more aware and 

vigilant towards any odd behaviour from employees. P6 shared his experience with ongoing 

employee monitoring: 

‘… Someone working long hours, coming [in] early morning and leaving late or 

doing something outside the norm—that would raise a flag.’ (P6, Q18) 
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Moreover, P7 added, shoulder-monitoring activities should identify the disgruntled employees 

who would react negatively towards the organisation’s confidential assets:  

‘You will be going to have a good HR … Good management trying to pick [up 

on] those kinds of odd behaviour … you can train people to look at changes of 

behaviour within the organisation.’ (P7, Q11) 

Other participants suggested organisations should manage employees leaving, as knowledge 

gradually leaks through employees’ mobility. P3 argued that employee checking should be 

imposed in the case of them leaving: 

‘…There needs to be a process in place as to how you want to monitor an 

employee who is about to leave where you feel there’s a vulnerability with that 

employee sharing information.’ (P3, Q10) 

Therefore, KIOs should apply continued monitoring of their own employees. This practice 

can be applied with assistance from HRM, as the HR practices are directly connected with the 

employees and would help in addressing the social aspect of the leaking issue. 

• Lack of knowledge training, and awareness of security practices 

Participants demonstrated that the lack of knowledge training and awareness management 

practices is related to KL behavioural risk. P2 stated that some organisations do not properly 

educate their employees about the knowledge sensitivity classification system maintained by 

the organisation. 

‘You need to have awareness where your staff [are] meant to be aware of the 

classification, of the labelling, and the controls that have to be in place for the 

different kinds of classification.’ (P2, Q64) 

P6 elucidated P2’s point in more detail, commenting on insider leaking behaviour through a 

conversational medium: 

‘…The people who are having the conversation about projects previously, why 

are they having that conversation outside the boundary of the organisation? If 

they’ve had an awareness activity or there’s been some training … depending on 

the nature of the projects, that it’s a sensitive project, that it would be 

understood not to discuss that outside of the organisation or outside of the 

team.’ (P6, Q14) 
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Participants expressed their concerns with the authorised insider’s security behaviour, as the 

study participants highlighted that the employees were not properly trained in handling 

confidential knowledge and did not understand the possible risks of their own behaviours. 

‘…In terms of awareness, are they aware of what they should or should not do, 

discussing the confidential document or project in a public space? So, it’s not 

just a document as accidentally left behind, but also the conversation they’ve 

had about that document. People around could have heard them or recorded 

them, and that’s also leakage.’ (P5, Q43) 

The participants illustrated that KIOs should be more aware in designing training programs 

and performing awareness activities for their employees. P1 reported: ‘You can do awareness 

to make sure people take time to ensure that they are sending to the right person, which we 

do’ (P1, Q60). The training and awareness practices would influence the employee’s decisions 

regarding their behaviour. 

‘That colleague could have stayed back in the meeting room to ask the question.’ 

(P7, Q63) 

Further, the participants during the two focus groups suggested KIOs apply situational 

training programs, since these programs are critical in managing employees’ KL behaviour. In 

this way, security practitioners can train employees by focusing on specific events and 

educating them about the possible leaking situations: 

‘In fact, build it [leaking scenario] into your security training and awareness 

scheme … can train on different things [different leaking scenarios]. If it’s 

sending to the outside of the environment organisation, what you [as an 

employee] need to do [when facing these scenarios].’ (P1, Q61) 

P6 and P7 pointed out that mature KIOs are aware of the criticality of situational training and 

ongoing awareness practices; they train their employees to be more aware of their own risky 

behaviours and cautious of the leaking or social engineering attempts from unauthorised 

outsiders: 

‘That’s why a lot of big companies have those people. They have the experts to 

say, “this is commercially sensitive information, don’t go sharing it. This isn’t—

this will help us, go out and share it.”’ (P7, Q89) 

P6 agreed and added: 
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‘Yeah, they should be trained and aware of people actively doing this kind of 

thing, because it’s a known technique. Be suspicious of people coming to visit 

and ask questions about your product or what you’re working on.’ (P6, Q99) 

Study participants in both focus groups echoed phrases such as ‘threat landscaping’ and 

‘being conscious.’ They were referring to how knowledge training and awareness practices 

would positively reflect on the employees’ security behaviour, as the employees might be 

more cautious about their own behaviour—‘looking around that nobody’s listening, just being 

generally cautious’ (P1, Q57)—and alert about their colleagues’ leaking behaviour as well: 

‘… If someone else, one of his colleagues had pulled him aside and said, this is 

not the right thing to do, might have probably been, it could have prevented this 

from happening.’ (P4, Q58)  

Therefore, security training and awareness practices have a significant positive impact in 

mitigating behavioural leaking because it increases the overall security culture of KIOs. By 

increasing security culture, the accidental leaking behaviour of employees would be decreased 

and properly managed. 

• Poor knowledge incident response practices 

The knowledge incident response practices were expressed in the focus group discussions in 

correlation with security training and awareness practices. Participants questioned whether in 

the presented scenarios organisations had trained their employees to report leaking incidents. 

‘Do people report, but nobody will report that disclosed confidential information 

in a meeting … if the email you sent contains personal information, you send it 

to the wrong person, then you need to notify the office of the … what about the 

Privacy Commissioner?’ (P1, Q30) 

Other participants articulated the importance of KL reporting activity, as once the leaking 

incident has been reported, security practitioners in organisations would be able to update 

training and awareness activities to mitigate that incident. Participants used the term 

‘meshing’ to explain leakage reporting and learning activity: 

‘So yeah meshing, I need to make sure I don’t make that same mistake. If it’s not 

reported and it’s not made, people are not aware of that kind of scenario 

incident, then it might occur again, over and over again.’ (P4, Q54) 
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The security experts were discussing that if the leaking incidents were reported, they can 

update the current training programs and education the employees about them. Therefore, the 

employees are able to link between the possible leaking scenario and the proper action of it.  

P1 provided an example of his own experiences with reporting leaking incidents. He 

explained that because the leaking incident via sending an email to the wrong person was 

reported, this leaking scenario is understood and addressed via applying security measures: 

‘If these kinds of incidents are reported and they are learned from, then people 

will be more cautious next time. So, there have been several times people have 

sent emails to the wrong person and there’s been awareness created because of 

that.’ (P1, Q52) 

The participants said that by training employees to report leaking incidents, security 

practitioners would be in a better position to identify potential leaking risks. The security 

practitioners added that the various kinds of risks make risk identification and assessment 

challenging security tasks. 

P5 and P6 agreed with P1’s point of view. P5 elaborated that some organisations learn from 

the frequently reported email-leaking incident and introduce measures to minimise that 

incident from reoccurring: 

‘So, you want to send an email, it doesn’t prompt automatic ... you actually have to 

look for the people before you can key it in or you type the whole address before 

you can send it off. They can deactivate that so that it doesn’t prompt that 

automatically.’ (P5, Q53) 

• Reinforcement security practices 

Reinforcement security practices, such as penalties, were discussed as practical mitigation 

strategies. Some participants reported penalty practices for the insiders leaking sources. 

P6 and P7 shared the same thoughts regarding issuing penalties to employees who 

demonstrated leaking behaviour, and P6 reported that reinforcement security practices were 

applied by an organisation he previously worked with: 

‘When I was working in industry … we used to have this program … protection 

of proprietary information. At the end of the day, we could not even have a piece 

of paper on our desk. Everything, including the internal telephone list, had to be 

locked away … you’d leave the smallest thing out, we’d get a warning. You get 
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three of those warnings and they’d walk you out of the company; you’re 

terminated.’ (P6, Q94) 

P7 also encouraged reinforcement penalties for the external insiders leaking sources: 

‘You make an example of these people … something like that. Think you’re going 

to get the ten million and you get a call from [KIOs] and it’s like, deal’s off.’ 

(P7, Q59) 

The participants discussed that reinforcement practices such as making an example of third 

parties would be possible security measures that warn others of leaking incidents and 

communicate to them how seriously the organisation considers these risky behaviours.  

Further, some participants pointed out that, collaboration agreements, such as non-disclosure 

agreements, would also discourage external insiders from making leaking attempts: 

‘So, they should have a non-disclosure agreement in place … so that [would] 

stop them [third parties].’ (P4, Q31) 

Conversely, other participants highlighted that collaboration agreements with external insiders 

who leak sources would not be practical measures to stop behavioural leaking risks: 

‘It does not stop anyone from doing anything … it just let’s you bang them over 

the head when they breach it.’ (P6, Q95) 

Instead, other participants suggested alternative reinforcement activities such as an 

organisation’s security team working hand in hand with the third-party team during the 

collaboration period: 

‘...Your [KIOs] security tram can work much more closely with the outsourcer 

so that they can do some more [security] … as part of the contract with the 

consultant, it needs to be communicated clearly how they should manage 

information in documents.’ (P7, Q98) 

P1 said that following this reinforcement activity; the third party would likely be more 

understanding of the organisation’s seriousness about managing the KL behavioural risk: 

‘… It’s recognising the suppliers you are working with, ensuring that you can 

transfer the same controls you have in place within the organisation to that 

supplier. Especially when you are big enough to demand what should be in 

place.’ (P1, Q97) 
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A few participants also discussed reinforcement practices involving articulating the value 

proposition of the security controls to the employees so that they would understand the 

criticality of following the controls to minimise accidental KL incidents: 

‘… To the employees. Just don’t dump on the controls, but more around how it 

can help them.’ (P4, Q69) 

This communication means creating an overall understanding of the security controls. As P2 

emphasised: 

‘There should be clear communication of the value proposition of these controls. 

So, we [employees] are able to understand that security … there’s a clear value 

in doing it.’ (P2, Q70)  

The participants suggested that reinforcement via communicating the value proposition of the 

controls is an important practice, as the employees will be in alignment with the 

organisation’s security vision.  

5.3  Chapter Summary 

This chapter provided a comprehensive view of this research’s findings. The findings assisted 

the researcher in understanding key factors of KL behaviour through focusing on enablers and 

inhibitors in the context of KIOs. It also provided insights into security experts’ understanding 

of individual factors that contribute to behavioural leaking scenarios occurring, such as risky 

leaking behaviour or employees’ personality traits. Additionally, it provided an understanding 

of the key organisational practices around knowledge leakage mitigation, which consist of 

knowledge sensitivity classification systems and knowledge security management practices. 
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Chapter 6: Discussion  

The previous chapter outlined the study findings. This chapter discusses the research results 

and puts them in context with the existing literature. 

In the findings, we identified a number of components related to interpersonal enabling 

factors and the organisational practices around KL mitigation. In this chapter, we will discuss 

the identified three key security controls with their practices that had superior impacts in 

inhibiting the identified key factors of behavioural leaking. The three key controls are: 

• Human resource management practices 

• Knowledge security training and awareness practices 

• Compartmentalisation practices 

The next section will discuss the three key controls with their critical components that address 

the key components of interpersonal enabling factors (leaking behaviour and employees’ 

personality traits) and the organisational practices around knowledge leakage mitigation 

(poor knowledge sensitivity classification practices and poor knowledge security management 

practices). 

The aforementioned components will be discussed in the context of the existing literature 

within each key control. 

6.1 Human Resource Management Practices 

Human resource management (HRM) practices refer to how human resources work to 

mitigate knowledge-leakage behavioural risk. For KIOs, despite having different controls to 

mitigate KL, HRM practices have critical roles in inhibiting this behavioural risk (Olander et 

al., 2015). Our findings demonstrated that HRM practices could inhibit some of the identified 

key enablers such as leaking behaviour, employees’ personality traits, and poor knowledge 

management practices. 

o Leaking behaviour 

Previous literature highlighted that KL occurs through accidental sharing behaviours (Ritala et 

al., 2015). Our findings elaborated on these accidental channels and demonstrated that HRM 

is a key control for mitigating accidental leaking through two employment practices. First, 
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HRM practices help to increase employees’ sense of responsibility by reminding them of their 

shared roles as protectors of knowledge assets, such as organisational intellectual property. 

Olander et al. (2015) confirmed that HR practices could lower employees’ risky behaviour in 

this way. According to Hislop, Bosua, and Helms (2018), increasing an employee’s sense of 

responsibility tends to increase their level of care while handling confidential knowledge. 

Further, a significant sense of responsibility would also be reflected by his/her decreased 

susceptibility to social engineering. As touched on by Ilvonen (2013), organisations consider 

social engineering as a major risk to knowledge. Our findings suggested that HRM practices 

would improve knowledge protection, as they contribute to employees’ commitment to that 

knowledge. 

Second, HRM practices can assist in managing employees’ mobility to mitigate KL 

behavioural risk. The practices included were monitoring employees who were about to leave 

and restrictions of employees’ mobility within organisation boundaries. Inkpen, Minbaeva, 

and Tsang (2018) and Faisal et al. (2007) pointed out that managing the KL behavioural risk 

via an employee mobility channel would not have a strong value in protecting organisational 

knowledge. Inkpen et al. (2018) claimed that many KIOs’ activities require innovation and 

knowledge-sharing activities, and there are so many mitigation controls to invest in 

knowledge-leakage.  

This research’s participants confirmed employee mobility as an enabler for KL. However, 

they argued that controlling knowledge leakage behaviour via managing employees’ mobility 

was ideal, which differs from the results of Faisal et al. (2007) and Inkpen et al. (2018). Their 

claims were based on the perceived incompleteness of current HRM practices. In this study, 

the participants demonstrated that HRM security practices could mitigate knowledge leaking 

via managing employees’ mobility behaviour. 

o Employees’ personality traits 

Employees’ personality traits have been neglected in KL literature, as the majority of KL 

literature addresses this risk from a technical view. Our findings demonstrated that one of the 

key HRM security practices is proper hiring practice, which would exclude people whose 

attributes make them seem more vulnerable than others. HRM hiring activities include pre-

employment screening, background checks, psychological screening, and interviews. Shaw 

and Stock (2011) argued that organisations that perform pre-employment background checks 

would be in a better position to mitigate insiders’ deliberate breaching behaviour. This study 
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affirms that KIOs should be more vigilant in selecting their employees, whether regular 

employees or third parties, especially when KIOs’ activities involve IP. 

Further, in this study, the participants reported HRM practices during employment could 

mitigate deliberate leaking behaviour. These practices include shoulder monitoring and 

profiling employees to capture their tendencies to engage in unauthorised disclosure of 

knowledge. According to Shaw and Stock (2011), during employment, internal monitoring 

activities are effective for extracting employees who would react negatively to knowledge 

assets and leak organisational confidential knowledge to competitors. Similarly, reported 

findings suggested that internal monitoring practices create a protected internal atmosphere 

(Lee et al., 2017). Our findings suggested that continued monitoring would improve the 

overall work climate that deters leaking behaviour. 

o Poor knowledge security management practices  

HRM practices relate to two knowledge security management enablers, poor knowledge risk 

management practices and reinforcement practices. Poor risk management practices were 

discussed in previous literature (Hislop et al., 2018; Shedden et al., 2011), that suggested 

improper addressing of the social aspect of the leaking issue proliferates the risk. Therefore, 

embedding HRM practices within risk assessment practices would aid in inhibiting the KL 

behavioural risk. As reported by the participants, embedding HRM practices within internal 

risk assessment practices is beneficial, especially when organisational changes occur. 

Recently, Ilvonen, Jussila, and Kärkkäinen (2019) illustrated that risk assessment activities 

require assessing the potential actors who would harm the knowledge asset. Shaw and Stock 

(2011) reported that when organisational changes are improperly introduced to the 

employees—meaning without assessing the internal risks that would arise from these 

changes—knowledge-leakage behaviour might occur. The findings expanded on that claim by 

emphasising HRM security practices’ role in monitoring employees’ behaviour and risk 

profiling them. 

Moreover, HRM practices could sharpen external risk assessment practices as well. In this 

study, the participants highlighted the criticality of engaging HRM practices within risk 

assessment practices, especially when collaborating with third parties where IP exchange is 

involved. HRM practices may involve profiling third parties to assess the risks associated 

when collaborating with them. An earlier study asserted the importance of risk assessment and 

risk profiling for internal employees and third parties alike, emphasising that a blindsided risk 

assessment for third parties would probably risk the organisation’s asset (Aljafari & Sarnikar, 
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2009). The participants of this study held views similar to those of Aljafari and Sarnikar 

(2009) and expanded on their knowledge. They found risk assessment for third parties to be a 

critical process, which would help in inhibiting KLR behaviour. 

HRM practices with effective reinforcement include communicating the value proposition of 

the security controls to the employees. According to Bulgurcu, Cavusoglu, and Benbasat 

(2010), employees’ understanding of security controls’ value increases their compliance with 

the organisation’s controls. This research’s participants revealed a similar conclusion, and 

added that developing employees’ understanding of the benefits and importance of complying 

with knowledge protection controls would influence their compliant behaviour, which would 

then mitigate the KL behavioural risk. Additionally, reinforcement practices should also 

include extending confidential security practices to the third parties, as incompleteness of this 

practice would risk an organisation’s confidential knowledge and allow contractors to use it 

for their benefit (Ritala et al., 2018). The participants clearly understood the reasoning of 

extending knowledge confidentiality controls to the third party, as this practice would 

probably mitigate the leaking behaviour from the third party’s location. Further, they 

suggested working hand-in-hand with third party as security practice.  

6.2 Knowledge Security Training and Awareness Practices 

Knowledge security training and awareness practices are key factors for inhibiting the KL 

behavioural risk. Alshaikh et al. (2018) and Sveen et al. (2009) argued that informal controls, 

training, and awareness controls underpin the organisation’s security controls. This study’s 

participants confirmed this and added that improper knowledge security training and 

awareness practices undermine the formal and technical controls that an organisation applies. 

A wide range of training and awareness practices aiming to inhibit the key enablers of KL 

behavioural risk are discussed below. 

o Leaking behaviour 

Knowledge security training and awareness practices would lower the possibilities of 

employees leaking behaviour. Effective awareness campaigns would be focused on making 

the employees aware of the consequences of their risky behaviour and how to handle 

confidential knowledge. That would protect against the accidental leaking scenarios 

occurring. Likewise, a qualitative information security study concluded with a strong 

correlation between effective training practices and a lower level of vulnerable behaviour 

from employees (Kraemer et al., 2009). The study’s authors reported that many employees’ 
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mistakes were results of inadequate awareness campaigns. Additionally, awareness campaigns 

that focus on evasion of social engineering attempts appear to lower employees’ susceptibility 

to said attempts. A recent study argued that training and awareness would improve 

employees’ proficiency in detecting social engineering attempts (Aldawood & Skinner, 2019). 

The findings of this study illustrated the effectiveness of situational training and awareness 

programs, where security practitioners design them to raise employees’ understanding of 

leaking or social engineering attempts. 

o Employees’ personality traits 

Training and awareness practices might lower KL behavioural risk due to the employees’ 

personality traits. Aldawood and Skinner (2019) highlighted the sort of personality traits that 

some employees are bringing over into the workplace, making them vulnerable. They argued 

that employees who are angry at the organisation would pose a threat to the training 

program’s aims. However, in this research, participants suggested training practices would 

improve employees’ commitment and loyalty to the organisation. Hislop et al. (2018) and 

Yalabik, Swart, Kinnie, and Van Rossenberg (2017) recommended that effective training 

activities, such as developing employees’ personal skills and knowledge, could result in 

greater loyalty to the organisation. Yalabik et al. (2017) concluded that when KIOs improve 

their knowledgeable employees via training and empowerment, their commitment and 

behaviour to the organisation increase. Therefore, training would influence employees’ 

leaking decisions. 

o Poor knowledge sensitivity classification systems 

Poor understanding of the sensitivity classification system would be reflected in the 

employees’ leaking behaviours, as this would influence their handling of the confidential 

knowledge in different situations. Situational training programs about the knowledge 

sensitivity classification system maintained by the organisation would lower the knowledge 

leakage behavioural risk. Similar findings illustrated by Kraemer et al. (2009) argue that the 

lack of employee training about the organisation’s security might make them more vulnerable 

to information risks. The study participants questioned whether the employees were trained 

about the knowledge classification system, arguing that if KIOs proposed situational training 

programs that aimed to educate the employees, many of the presented scenarios would not 

have occurred. 
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o Poor knowledge security management practices 

Training and awareness practices are connected to two knowledge security management 

enablers, poor knowledge risk management practices and poor knowledge incident response 

practices. This study’s participants illustrated that situational training on different possible 

scenarios would have a positive impact on the employees’ leaking behaviour. They described 

situational training as focusing on training employees on specific leaking events and possible 

leaking scenarios. Shaw et al. (2009) pointed out that effective training practices should be 

aimed at tackling as many types of security risks as possible. Moreover, Shaw et al. (2009) 

argued that sufficient training activities would encourage employees to be more mindful of 

their own behaviour and their colleagues’ behaviour. This study’s participants shared the same 

idea. They highlighted training and awareness practices that aim to make employees cautious 

and more alert, meaning that accidental leaking behaviour would be minimised. 

Moreover, the participants complained about inadequate employee training on incident 

reporting practices, which might be due to the employees being discouraged from reporting 

these incidents. Training and awareness programs that encourage employees to report leaking 

events would aid mitigation of KL behavioural risk in two ways. First, it would help security 

practitioners to identify potential leaking risks (Sveen et al., 2007). Second, security 

practitioners would update the training and awareness programs to mitigate new leaking risks 

from occurring again. Hence, updated training and awareness programs would reduce 

accidental leaking behaviour. 

6.3 Compartmentalisation Practices 

Compartmentalisation as a practice was also considered a key factor to inhibit some KL 

behavioural risks. Similar to earlier studies’ findings, compartmentalisation is an essential 

security control that protects organisations’ intellectual property from unauthorised access 

(Ahmad et al., 2014; Baldwin & Henkel, 2015). 

Our findings questioned the effectiveness of compartmentalisation as a strategy when security 

is aiming to protect knowledge from behavioural leaking. The study participants argued that 

as knowledge is considered learning, meaning employees permanently absorb that knowledge, 

compartmentalisation would have a limited security value at this stage for mitigating KL 

behaviour. They argued that in the context of KIOs, organisational change is constant and 

some transformations such as those in the organisational hierarchy might be a critical security 

issue. For example, if the changes were in an organisation’s hierarchy, as the employees’ roles 
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change and they gain new access, they are given a greater subset of confidential knowledge 

assets that builds upon knowledge from previous positions. What they know before does not 

affect what they know later; this is not an issue. However, when the roles change and what the 

employees know from previous positions becomes a liability, how will an organisation 

compartmentalise the individuals with all their background knowledge? Additionally, a recent 

study questioned whether compartmentalisation is an appropriate control to mitigate 

knowledge leaking via informal communication (Elliott et al., 2018). The study’s participants 

also questioned the practicality of the current compartmentalisation of conversational leaking 

and expanded upon this idea by providing an alternative practice of compartmentalisation. 

o Leaking behaviour 

Compartmentalisation practices might be a proper security control to mitigate some accidental 

disclosure of confidential knowledge. Baldwin and Henkel (2015) confirmed this finding and 

described segmenting knowledgeable employees from others as constituting a clan, which is a 

subset of an organisation’s employees. They claimed the aim of constituting this clan is to 

mitigate confidential knowledge from unauthorised access (Baldwin & Henkel, 2015). This 

study’s participants clearly recognised that segmenting employees who work on confidential 

knowledge from others would eliminate some accidental KL scenarios. 

However, the participants view constituting a clan as being an undesired practice, as it might 

negatively affect the secrecy of the overall confidential knowledge. Instead, organisations 

should compartmentalise at the knowledge level, with each knowledgeable employee being 

assigned to a specific subset of the knowledge asset. So, even if the knowledgeable employee 

accidentally or deliberately leaks that subset knowledge, the leaking would not have as much 

of a negative impact as if the entire knowledge asset were leaked. They argued that this 

specific partitioning would be a better solution where it is difficult for an individual to have 

the whole picture of the organisation’s confidential knowledge.  

o Poor knowledge sensitivity classification system 

A knowledge sensitivity classification system is an organisation’s understanding of what it 

has and how sensitive it is. Compartmentalisation is a secrecy control resulting from an 

organisational knowledge asset being classified. Elliott et al. (2018) reported secrecy to be an 

essential element of knowledge sensitivity classification and that balancing the secrecy 

measures and functionality is a necessity for controlling KL. Similarly, in this study, the 

participants highlighted improper classification practices in which too much 
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compartmentalisation might lead employees to bend the secrecy rules and accidentally leak 

knowledge. The participants highlighted that locking a cabinet every time an employee is 

away, for example, is not practical for the employees; as a result, the employees might think 

that taking the confidential knowledge with them is safer and more convenient. 

o Poor knowledge security management practices 

Compartmentalisation practices are related to two knowledge security management enablers, 

poor knowledge risk management practices and reinforcement practices. The study’s 

participants pointed out a critical risk, which is that the majority of the reported KL scenarios 

are caused by authorised sources. As the threat agents have a need to know that knowledge, 

these cases are problematic, especially when collaborating with third parties. Previous studies 

describe the third-party dilemma as the ‘paradox of openness’ (Elliott et al., 2018, p.183). 

They described this dilemma wherein KIOs collaborate with third parties, such as suppliers, to 

innovate or commercialise their products, but at the same time they must be aware of 

potentially harmful knowledge leaking (Frishammar et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2013; Ritala et 

al., 2015). Likewise, this research’s participants shared the same views and added the risk of 

knowledgeable insider employees, as they also have a legitimate access to the knowledge. The 

security practitioners argued that the current practices of compartmentalisation would have 

limited value at this stage. 

Another aspect that was considered is reinforcement. This study’s practitioners argued that 

reinforcement practices such as restricting employees’ mobility is one way to mitigate 

deliberate attempts of KL behaviour by knowledgeable employees. This finding was in 

accordance with another study’s findings (Elliott et al., 2018). Elliott et al. (2018) explained 

that restrictions such as non-compete clauses would mitigate leaking behaviour from 

authorised employees. 

6.4 Chapter Summary 

This chapter discussed the results outlined in the findings chapter. The key factors of 

knowledge leakage behavioural risk were captured within the context of enablers and 

inhibitors. 
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Chapter 7: Contributions and Conclusion 

The previous chapter highlighted the study’s discussion. This chapter discusses the study’s 

contribution, limitations, and implications for future research. 

This thesis aimed to examine the key factors of KL behavioural risk. In order to guide the 

trajectory of this research, we have explored security practitioners’ perspectives on the key 

enablers and inhibitors of KL behavioural risk. As behavioural information security research 

suggested, we have used a scenario-based approach as the data collection instrument. In order 

to generate the scenarios, we developed a KL behavioural leaking model. Then, we presented 

our constructed scenarios to our two focus groups. The emerged themes aid us in 

understanding the key factors of KL behavioural risk. 

7.1 Answers to the Research Question 

The research question was, ‘From security practitioners’ perspective, what are the key 

enablers and inhibitors of knowledge leakage risk?’ 

The identified key enablers were related to two areas. First, they were related to interpersonal 

enabling factors that manifest in leaking behaviour and employees’ personality traits. 

Second, they were related to the organisational practices around knowledge leakage 

mitigation, which manifest in poor knowledge sensitivity classification systems and poor 

knowledge security management practices. 

The identified key inhibitors overlap with organisational practices around knowledge leakage 

mitigation depending on how they are used. These manifested in three main areas: human 

resource management practices, knowledge security training and awareness practices, 

and compartmentalisation practices. 

As explored in the discussion chapter, the study’s findings explained that for each key 

enabler, there is a key inhibitor. These, all together, constitute the key factors of knowledge-

leakage behavioural risk. The identified key factors are related to the three dimensions of 

knowledge leakage highlighted in the literature review chapter (technical, operational, and 

human). 
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7.2 Study Contributions 

Overall, the security practitioners’ perspectives on KL behavioural risk leads to better 

understanding of the key factors of this risk. According to Mathiassen (2017), research 

contributions can include contributions to the research method, research area, to the practice, 

and to previous developed models. This research’s findings addressed three contributions. 

• Contributions to research method  

This study contributed to research methodology in terms of constructing an instrument for 

collecting the information (Thomas, 2003). To generate KL scenarios, this study developed a 

KL behavioural risk model. According to Crossler et al. (2013), using a scenarios-based 

approach in studying behavioural information security studies is preferable, as it might expose 

study participants to knowledge-leaking scenarios that may be new to them. Overall, using 

scenarios-based questions, the study’s participants reported encountering some new 

behavioural leaking incidents, such as organisation insiders talking about projects that are 

ongoing with an outsider, or recognising the risks associated with disgruntled knowledgeable 

employees who have authorised access. Moreover, as this study used scenarios-based 

questions, the findings were able to differentiate to some degree between the leaking 

mediums. The security practitioners highlighted that physical and conversational means are 

the most problematic to mitigate. 

• Contributions to research area 

The findings of this research contribute to the research area in two ways. First, this research 

highlighted the interpersonal enabling factors that contribute to the leaking risk, which are 

usually neglected in many KL security studies. The information security literature studies KL 

from a technical point of view (Hislop et al., 2018; Ilvonen et al., 2019), even though the issue 

is a human-centric risk. Therefore, the research area is not inclusive. This study identifies the 

human aspect linked to the leaking risk and complements the missing view of understanding 

the knowledge-leakage risk. Hence, information security researchers can better address the 

KLR issue by taking into account the human aspect of the KL alongside the technical aspect. 

Second, this research differs from the previous information security literature regarding the 

extent to which compartmentalisation would be helpful in mitigating KL. Although 

compartmentalisation would be beneficial in inhibiting unauthorised individuals from 

acquiring that confidential knowledge, our findings argued that the current practices of 

compartmentalisation would have limited security value in mitigating KL. This is because 
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knowledge as a concept involves learning and interpretation; compartmentalisation would not 

be a potent control if the leaking source was authorised and has legitimate access to 

confidential knowledge. In fact, the majority of reported leaking scenarios are from authorised 

individuals. 

• Implications to practice 

The findings provide the key security practices that aid mitigation of KL behavioural risk. 

From a practice perspective, we have identified three key controls of good practice regarding 

the prevention of KL behaviour. One of the arguments in the innovation literature claimed that 

there are much of knowledge protection controls for an organisation to apply and the 

uncertain benefits from them (Inkpen et al., 2018). Therefore, this research suggested security 

practitioners to invest in three key practices: HRM practices, knowledge security training and 

awareness practices, and compartmentalisation practices to mitigate KL behaviour. As the 

study results indicate, these three security practices would have a superior impact in 

preventing this behavioural risk from occurring. For example, in the area of HRM practices, 

organisations should apply good hiring practices such as background and psychological 

screening of individuals prior to hiring them. Another HRM practice should be ongoing 

monitoring to check the employees’ actions and profiling to predict risks associated with 

them. Further, embedding HRM practices in risk assessment practices would assist in 

addressing the social aspect alongside with the technical aspect of the issue.  

Moreover, regarding knowledge training and awareness security practices, security 

practitioners should aim towards an appropriate security culture so that employees will be 

more alert when handling confidential knowledge. This can be achieved through situational 

training (training for different leaking scenarios), up-to-date awareness campaigns, and 

encouraging the employees to report leaking incidents. Our findings demonstrated that 

training and awareness security practices inhibit all the identified key behavioural enablers. 

One example is the leaking behaviour; updated awareness campaigns would make the 

employees more aware of social engineering attempts. For the employees’ personality traits, 

this practice would improve employees’ loyalty and commitment to the organisation. 

Furthermore, for knowledge classification, this practice would train the employees about the 

sensitivity classification and secrecy of the knowledge they access and how to handle 

confidential knowledge appropriately. Additionally, for the knowledge training and awareness 

security practices would aim to encourage employees to report leaking incidents, and this 

would be reflected in the relevancy of awareness campaigns. 
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Finally, an alternative practice for compartmentalisation would help in inhibiting deliberate 

attempts to access confidential knowledge. Compartmentalisation can be implemented at the 

individual level, where knowledgeable employees are separated from other employees. 

Moreover, there can be compartmentalisation at the knowledge level, where each small piece 

of knowledge is segmented from the whole picture. Our findings indicated that this practice 

would be a better control for mitigating the negative consequences of leaking incidents from 

authorised sources. 

7.3 Study Limitations 

As this research was a part of a Master of Information Systems research project, the time was 

limited. Additionally, the sample size might be considered relatively small, at seven 

participants; however, data saturation was achieved with this sample size and the findings 

were valuable to add to our current understanding of the KLR. Another limitation is the 

generalisability of the research results, as the research was carried out using a qualitative 

approach. Further, there was a geographical limitation, as the research was undertaken in only 

one country, Australia, that limitation adds on the generalisability issue. 

7.4 Implications for Future Research  

A number of future research areas have been identified. First, as illustrated in the previous 

section, the limited timeframe affected other areas (e.g., sample size and recruitment). 

Therefore, future research with bigger sample sizes would contribute to the current findings. 

Further, empirical research involving case studies would add an in-depth understanding of 

security practitioners’ views of the critical factors of KLR. 

Second, as these research findings suggested that organisation practices affect leaking 

behaviour, future research could investigate the role of KLR measures in security governance 

structures (Tan et al., 2010). This would add more depth to the knowledge. Moreover, our 

participants suggested that medium and small organisations seem to face greater challenges in 

managing KL behaviour. The study participants suggested that large organisations would be 

mature enough to manage this issue effectively. 

Third, future research would investigate compartmentalisation as a strategy to explore in 

detail the extent of how this strategy could mitigate confidential knowledge from leaking. Our 

findings suggested that compartmentalisation would not make a substantial impact on 

disgruntled knowledgeable employees who wish to talk about and share confidential 
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knowledge with others deliberately. Moreover, our findings provided alternative practice, 

which to compartmentalise at knowledge-level.  

Fourth, further research would examine the protection measures of the physical and 

conversational leaking mediums, because the participants pointed out that these leaking 

mediums seem to be the most problematic to manage. The physical mediums are usually 

difficult to track and easier to be stolen or lost. Moreover, conversational mediums are 

difficult to label and control, as they involve personal judgment and awareness. 

Another future study would test whether the KL enablers and inhibitors identified in the study 

do match. The research might examine whether an inhibitor implemented by an organisation 

would prevent the enabler from becoming an issue. Moreover, if a leaking incident occurs in 

an organisation, a study would test if the root of that incident is one or more of the identified 

key enablers and link it to the appropriate inhibitor. 

7.5 Conclusion 

This research aimed to explore the perceptions of security practitioners regarding the key 

factors of knowledge-leakage behavioural risk through the use of enablers and inhibitors. Key 

factors of this research are that the key enablers constituted factors around the employees 

themselves as well as factors around the organisation’s security practices. On the other hand, 

the key inhibitors overlap with the organisational practices factors, which include HRM 

practices, knowledge training and awareness security practices, and compartmentalisation 

practices, depending on how they have been practised in knowledge-intensive organisations. 

Altogether, these findings demonstrate that addressing the human dimension within 

knowledge-leakage risk research is an essential practice for mitigating leaking incidents. 
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Appendix A 

 

Literature Review Articles 
Primary/ Secondary Research 

#  Citation 

 

Research Aim Design 

 

Settings/ 

(Country) 

 

Sample Outcomes 

No. Type 

1.  Ahmad, 

Bosua and 

Scheepers 

(2014) 

• To investigate the 

knowledge 

protection concept as 

being significant 

concern.  

• To explore 

knowledge 

protection 

mechanisms 

deployed by 

knowledge-intensive 

organisations.  

Qualitative 

method.  

Australian 

Knowledge-

intensive firms 

(AUS) 

11 Field Study • Acknowledging the 

KIOs awareness of 

the confidentiality 

of their competitive 

knowledge assets. 

• Practicing 

knowledge 

protection 

strategies was 

proven by some 

KIOs.  

2.  Thalmann 

and 

Manhart 

(2013) 

• To identify 

knowledge 

protection measures 

applied by IT 

professionals who 

work in knowledge 

management domain.  

Qualitative 

Method.  

Knowledge café 

discussion 

(Italy) 

 

18 Large Focus 

group 
• Highlighting that 

some organisations 

lack to have a 

definite 

knowledge-

protection 

mechanism that 

monitor knowledge 

protection in a 

systematic 

approach.  

3.  Crossler et 

al. (2013) 
• To review 

information security 

measurements in 

studying behavioural 

issues related to 

security. 

• To point at future 

directions for 

researchers to study 

behavioural 

Information Security 

concept.  

Systematic 

review.  

(USA) NA* - 

 

 

• Studying the actual 

behaviours rather 

than intentions is 

preferable to 

measure in 

information 

security context. 

This is because 

malicious 

intentions do not 

always lead to 

actions. 

4.  Durst 

(2019) 

 

• To review the current 

body of literature 

investigating 

knowledge risks. 

Systematic 

review. 

(Sweden) 52 - • Highlighting the 

current research 

questions that 

addressed 

knowledge risks.  

• Emphasising on 

the criticality to 

develop 

comprehensive 

view of the 

knowledge risks 
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and related 

concepts. 

5.  Shedden, 

Scheepers, 

Smith and 

Ahmad 

(2011) 

 

 

• To explore security 

risk assessment 

methods in 

identifying and 

tackling knowledge 

associated with 

business functions. 

Qualitative 

method. 

Software 

Australian Firm 

and security 

managers  

(AUS) 

1 Case Study 

followed by 

interviews 

• Suggesting 

strategies to imped 

knowledge-based 

considerations into 

the information 

security risk 

methodologies. 

6.  Bulgurcu, 

Cavusoglu 

and 

Benbasat 

(2010) 

• To investigate 

employee 

compliance with 

information security 

policies.  

Quantitativ

e Method.  

IT intensive 

Firms 

(USA) 

464 Online 

Survey 
• Illustrating the 

importance of role 

of information 

security awareness 

among the 

employees to 

improve 

compliance with 

organization’s 

security and 

privacy policies.  

7.  Chatterjee, 

Sarker, & 

Valacich, 

(2015) 

• To examine the roots 

of the unethical 

behaviour of 

information 

technology security. 

Mixed 

Methods 

University 

Students (USA) 

- Scenarios 

then Survey 
• The unethical 

behaviour is related 

to economic, 

social, and 

technological 

aspects related to 

the issue. 

8.  Ritala, 

Olander, 

Michailova 

and Husted 

(2015) 

 

• To evaluate the 

effects of an 

organisation’ 

external knowledge 

sharing on its’ 

innovation 

performance 

considering 

unintentional and 

intentional leaking 

of business-critical 

knowledge. 

Quantitativ

e Method.  

Technology-

intensive firms 

(Finland) 

150 Survey • Highlighting that 

technology-

intensive 

organisations show 

a positive impact 

on innovation 

performance by 

practicing external 

knowledge sharing. 

However, 

employees’ 

behaviours 

moderate this 

relationship.  

9.  (Liebeskin

d, 1997) 
• Opens the topic of 

organisational 

knowledge 

protection. 

Systematic 

review. 

USA NA* - • Examine three 

broad classes of' 

protective 

mechanisms' that 

firms can apply to 

keep their 

knowledge secret: 

rules, 

compensation 

schemes, and 

structural isolation. 

10.  Jiang, Li, 

Gao, Bao 

and Jiang 

(2013) 

• To extend the scope 

of current studies 

examining the role 

of trust and goodwill 

trust in inter-

organisation 

knowledge exchange 

on alliance partners'. 

Mixed 

Methods. 

Partnering firms  

(China)  

5(1) 

 And 

205 (2) 

Interview (1) 

followed by 

Survey (2) 

• Presenting insights 

for organisations in 

managing 

knowledge leakage 

in the context of 

strategic alliances. 

• Illustrating that 

literature lack 
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measurements for 

knowledge leakage. 

11.  Amara, 

Landry and 

Traoré 

(2008) 

• To investigate 

knowledge 

protection 

mechanisms that 

knowledge-intensive 

firms apply to protect 

their competitive 

knowledge from 

imitation by rivals. 

Quantitativ

e Method. 

Statistics 

Canada survey 

(Canada) 

2625 Survey • Outlining 

knowledge 

protection 

mechanisms, which 

are patents, 

registration of 

design patterns, 

trademarks, secrecy 

and lead-time 

advantages over 

rivals, build legal 

and informal 

methods that are 

used combined. 

12.  Olander, 

Hurmelinn

a-

Laukkanen 

and 

Heilmann 

(2015) 

• To investigate how 

bigger companies 

utilise human 

resource 

management in 

related protection 

mechanisms.  

 

Qualitative 

Methods.  

Large R&D 

intensive firms 

(Finland) 

2 (1) 

and 22 

(2) 

Case Study 

(1) and 

Interview (2) 

• Highlighting on the 

human resources of 

knowledge-

intensive firms can 

jeopardise the 

firms’ competitive 

resources by 

leaking or leaving 

the organisation. 

13.  Olaner and 

Hurmelinn

a-

Laukkanen 

(2015) 

• To examine the 

severity of 

knowledge risks 

when facing 

employees leaving 

and knowledge 

leakage across the 

organisation.  

Qualitative 

Method.  

R&D firms 

(Finland) 

50 Interview • Illustrating that 

there are two main 

channels through 

which a firm’s 

knowledge might 

be lost when 

considering human 

resources: 

knowledge leaving, 

knowledge leakage.  

14.  Manhart 

and 

Thalmann 

(2015) 

• To explore the 

concept of 

knowledge 

protection discussed 

in the literature.  

Systematic 

Review. 

(Austria) 48 - • Calling for more 

studies on tacit 

knowledge 

protection, more in-

depth empirical 

investigations, more 

studies on IT 

artefact and a 

stronger 

consideration of 

theories in 

knowledge 

protection 

literature, further 

research on 

organizations 

strategy of 

knowledge 

protection. 

15.  Frishamma

r, Ericsson 

and Patel 

(2015) 

• To discuss 

knowledge leakage 

threats generated 

from collaboration 

and supply chain 

among R&D firms. 

Qualitative 

Methods. 

R&D firms 

(Sweden) 

24 (1) 

And 

4 (2)  

Interview (1) 

 And  

Case Studies 

(2)  

• Providing 

conceptualisation 

of the process of 

knowledge leakage.  

• Illustrating that the 

threat of 
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knowledge leakage 

increase when the 

rival has the 

capability to 

absorbed the 

knowledge.  

16.  Ilvonen, 

Jussila and 

Kärkkäine

n (2015) 

• To analytically 

discuss management 

role in knowledge 

security risk 

management process. 

Qualitative 

Method. 

Global 

manufacturing 

company 

(Finland) 

1 Case Study • Introducing a 

model that 

manages 

knowledge security 

risks in firms.  

17.  Durst, 

Lindvall 

and Bruns 

(2018) 

• To explore 

knowledge risk 

management and a 

range of pertinent 

KM practices in the 

public sector.  

 

Mixed 

Methods. 

Local 

government 

(Sweden) 

1 Case Study 

(Online 

Survey, 

Group 

interview 

and Group 

exercise)  

• Identifying internal 

and external risk 

factors that are 

challenge 

knowledge risk 

management. 

18.  Ritala, 

Husted, 

Olander 

and 

Michailova 

(2018) 

• To examine the 

impact of sharing 

business-critical 

knowledge with 

external partners 

affects an 

organisation’s 

innovation 

performance. 

Quantitativ

e Method. 

IT intensive 

firms 

(Finland) 

150 Survey Illustrating that 

uncontrolled 

sharing of 

knowledge in the 

collaboration 

process leads to 

accidental 

knowledge leakage, 

which restrain 

particularly 

organisation’s 

radical innovation 

performance. 

19.  Ilvonen, 

Thalmann, 

Manhart, 

and 

Sillaber 

(2018) 

• To overview the 

perceptions of 

knowledge, strategy, 

innovation and 

information security 

management 

focusing on 

knowledge 

protection in the era 

of digital 

transformation. 

Systematic 

review 

DF* 69 - • Pinpointing that the 

knowledge leakage 

perspective 

concerns 

confidentiality 

mechanisms.  

• Highlighting that 

the digital 

transformation 

makes knowledge 

threats more 

difficult to handle, 

as the constantly 

changes of the 

firms’ 

environment. 

20.  Tan, Wong 

and Chung 

(2016) 

• To investigate 

factors that trigger 

information and 

knowledge leakage 

within supply chain 

operations.  

Qualitative 

Method. 

Innovative firms 

(Malaysia) 

5 Case Studies • Outlining that 

information and 

knowledge factors 

categorise to: 

natural factors and 

human factors.  

• Highlighting that 

knowledge leakage 

can be beneficial 

for some firms to 

improve their 

performance.  

21.  Lee, Min • To illustrate the Quantitativ Various firms  7 Survey • Setting the 
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and Lee 

(2017) 

importance of 

determining the 

boundaries of 

knowledge sharing 

and knowledge 

protection within an 

organisation teams.  

e Method. (Korea) protection 

boundary when 

different teams 

cooperate within an 

organisation is vital 

to protect special 

knowledge from 

sharing.  

22.  Agudelo-

serna et al., 

(2017) 

• To investigate 

knowledge-leakage 

risks arises by 

mobile devices.  

Qualitative 

Method. 

Security 

managers and 

knowledge 

workers of 

KIOs 

(AUS) 

19 Interview • Providing a 

tentative 

conceptual model 

that present 

knowledge-leakage 

risk generated from 

utilising mobile 

devices in KIOs.  

23.  (Christina 

et al., 

2016) 

• To explain how 

employees using of 

social media would 

result in knowledge 

leaking risk.  

Qualitative 

study 

European 

financial firms  

Df* 

12 Interview • Identifying 

strategies that 

financial 

institutions used to 

deal with 

knowledge risks 

via social media. 

24.  (Delerue & 

Lejeune, 

2010) 

• To understand how 

mobility restriction 

enhance the research 

and development.  

Quantitativ

e method 

Biotechnology 

managers in 

Canada 

627 Survey • Proposing mobility 

restriction 

mechanisms and 

their affect through 

their impact on 

secrecy and lead-

time. 

25.  (Sveen et 

al., 2009) 
• To explore 

enterprises’ methods 

in managing 

information security 

controls. 

Mixed 

methods 

Different 

enterprises 

20  Survey then 

Interview 
• Proposing system 

model that 

highlights how 

security controls 

are interconnected 

at a high level. 

26.  (Singh et 

al., 2014) 
• To explore 

management factors 

that controls 

organizational 

information security 

challenges. 

Mixed 

methods 

India 298  

+ 

150 

Documents 

then survey 
• Categorizing 

different 

organizational 

information system 

management 

functions. 

27.  (Kraemer 

et al., 

2009) 

• To explore how 

individual and 

organizational 

factors are linked to 

technical computer 

and information 

security 

vulnerabilities. 

Qualitative 

study 

USA 2 Focus Group • Highlighting that 

individual and 

organizational 

factors play a key 

role in the 

development of 

vulnerabilities. 

• Addressing the 

relationship 

complexities 

among individual 

and organizational 

factors. 

28.  (Sumbal et 

al., 2017) 
• To investigate how 

firms are managing 

the issue of 

knowledge retention 

from older retiring 

Qualitative 

study 

DF* 20 Interview • Illustrating that 

knowledge 

retention activities 

seem to be 

inconsistent in 
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employees in the oil 

and gas sector. 

many of the oil and 

gas companies. 

29.  (Aldawood 

& Skinner, 

2019) 

• To identify the 

pitfalls and ongoing 

issues that 

organizations face in 

the process of 

developing the 

human knowledge to 

mitigate social 

engineering. 

Qualitative 

study 

AUS NA* Documents 

analysis 
• Highlighting that 

despite cyber 

security 

preparations and 

trained employees, 

hackers are 

successful in 

stealing sensitive 

information. 

30.  (Elliott et 

al., 2018) 
• To examine how 

firms protect their 

knowledge from 

internals. 

Qualitative 

study 

UK 16 Interview • Provides a 

framework that 

examines the 

organizational 

knowledge 

protection methods. 

31.  Farahmand 

and 

Spafford 

(2013) 

• To understand and 

analyse insider’s 

critical behaviours 

that increases 

organisations’ risk.  

Qualitative 

Method. 

Security 

executives from 

different firms 

(USA) 

42 Interview • Illustrating that the 

relationship 

between perceived 

risk and optimal 

benefits of insiders 

are opposed.  

• The traditional 

models that try to 

explain insider’s 

behaviours are not 

effective. 

32.  Alshaikh, 

Maynard, 

Ahmad, & 

Chang, 

(2018) 

• To examine the 

security training, 

awareness and 

education practices 

within organisations. 

Qualitative 

Method. 

Australian 

companies  

6 Interview • Identified set of 

challenges in 

applying security 

training, awareness 

and education 

practices.  

 

 

Books/ Papers/ Reports 

# Citation Objective 

 

Country Key Ideas 

 

33.  Aljafari 

and 

Sarnikar 

(2009) 

• To provide a risk assessment framework 

that assets organizations in identifying 

knowledge exposure vulnerabilities through 

collaborative technologies.  

 

USA • Benefits of collaboration have 

attractive organizations this can lead to 

neglect the risks associated with it. 

• Intellectual property leakage and loss 

are results of the insufficient protection 

of knowledge assets.  

34.  Schmitt, 

Borzillo, 

and Probst 

(2012) 

• To identify the relationship between staff 

downsizing and the ability for an 

organisation of knowledge retention. 

France • Knowledge is retained in different 

‘human’ and ‘non-human’ knowledge 

repositories of an organisation. 

• For knowledge-based organisations, 

human capital is the most vital asset of 

competitive advantage. 

35.  Inkpen, 

Minbaeva, 

and Tsang 

(2018) 

• To illustrate that knowledge leakage is 

beneficial, unintentional and unavoidable 

for multinational firms.  

 

USA • Acknowledging that valuable knowledge 

assets and intellectual property are not 

exposing to rivals. 

• Knowledge leakage is not as bad as 

information security literature claim. 

36.  Trkman 

and 

Desouza 

• To examine the risks of knowledge sharing 

via developing an exploratory framework. 

USA • Organisations may face losing their 

competitive edge if they shared too 

much or certain types of knowledge. 
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(2012) 

37.  Durst and 

Zieba 

(2019) 

• To conceptualise, analyse and map 

knowledge risks that a firm might face.  

Poland • Organisation should be aware of 

knowledge risks that they may encounter 

regarding their knowledge base.  

• Three attributes can be causative to 

knowledge risks: human, technological 

and operational. 

38.  Bloodgoo

d and 

Salisbury 

(2001) 

• To explore the criticality of matching 

information technology efforts with strategic 

change efforts in firms. 

USA • Some confidential knowledge are best 

protected when it is in tacit form. 

39.  (Hislop et 

al., 2018) 
• Knowledge management in organisations: a 

critical introduction  

UK • An introduction to knowledge 

management in organisations topics. 

40.  (Shabtai et 

al., 2012) 
• A survey of data leakage detection and 

prevention solutions 

UK • Information and data leakage topics in 

organisations. 

41.  (Shaw & 

Stock, 

2011) 

• This report discusses the organizational 

anxiety regarding the potential theft of 

intellectual property by insiders. 

USA • The report presents about the conditions 

that contribute to malicious insider 

intellectual property theft. 

42.  (Faisal et 

al., 2007) 
• To identify information risks that linked to 

supply chain.  

• Developing a conceptual framework to 

quantify and mitigate information risk. 

India • The paper provides a classification of the 

information risk enablers with their 

driving power and dependence. 

43.  (Sveen, 

Rich, & 

Jager, 

2007) 

• This paper illustrates consideration of the 

organizational and individual factors that 

effects secure knowledge management 

systems. 

DF* • The paper demonstrates that the key to a 

secure organisation does not only in the 

use of technological tools, further in the 

proper implementation of these tools. 

The alternatives cultural and social 

analysis of organizations. 

44.  (Baldwin 

& Henkel, 

2015) 

• Investigating the impact of partitioning IP 

protection 

 

Germany • Illustrating that that partitioning can be 

used to protect IP by enabling firms to 

hide information that might otherwise be 

difficult to protect through the legal 

controls. 

45.  (Huth, 

Chadwick, 

Claycomb 

and You 

2013) 

• To address the threat of insider data leakage 

from different perspectives. 

• Why data leakage? I may just state leakage.  

USA • Overview of the insider theatres that 

positively influences data leakage. 

46.  (Contracto

r 2019) 
• To examine the balance between sharing 

and confidentiality of an organisation assets  

USA 

 
• The unexpected disclosures of an 

organisation’ assets is difficult for small 

and medium organisations to manage.  

47.  (Schleper, 

Blome, & 

Wuttke, 

2017) 

• To highlight the suppliers power over the 

market and how the unethical exploiting 

practices of the suppliers negatively affects 

other firms. 

UK • Expanding on the current views of the 

supplier unethical exploiting practices.  

48.  (Queensla

nd 

Governme

nt Chief 

Informatio

n Office, 

2019) 

• To address the necessity of including 

secrecy practices when classification of an 

organisation assets. 

AUS • Provide the steps of the classification 

system.  

49.  Sarkar 

(2010) 
• To illustrate the aspects of studying insider 

threat issue.  

UK • The insider threat problem is complex to 

measure as for each insider threat 

different characteristics from others 

insider threats.  

 

 

Notes: 
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• DF*= State that the articles did not mention the location of the study and were conducted by authors from 

various countries. 

• NA*= Not mentioned. 
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 Appendix B 

Recruitment Litter 
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Consent Form  
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Plan Language Statement 
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Appendix C 

Focus group session scenarios  

Representative Scenario  

1. John, a data analyst works at Innovative IT and is authorised to access confidential 

documents about an upcoming project.  

He leaves a meeting and heads to a local café with his colleagues from that meeting. One of 

the colleagues misunderstood a certain aspect of the project so John pulls a document from 

his suitcase to explain it. Then, puts it aside as the food arrives. When John and his 

colleagues finish eating, they pay the bill and leave the café, with John accidently leaving the 

document on the table.  

2. Smith works as a data analyst at Intel Co. He needs to send an important and confidential 

email to his boss, Kareem before 10:00 am and also has a meeting at 10:15 am. Smith spends 

12 minutes writing and uploading the attachments to the email. Suddenly realizing the time 

and the fact that he is late to his meeting, Smith finishes the email, writes the first two letters 

of his boss’s email and hits send.  

After the meeting, Smith realizes that he mistakenly sent the email to Karmen who works at 

another company instead of his boss Kareem.  

3. Sam works as a knowledge manager at Tech Company. At ACIS conference and he talks to 

a group of managers from different companies. Two of the managers talk about the 

outcomes of project that they had collaboratively worked on. Sam feels that he is being left 

behind so starts talking about a new project that his company is working on. In doing so, 

Sam inadvertently divulges some new investments while bragging  

4. Tina is CFO (Chief Financial Officer) at Innovative Technologies. The CEO decides to 

change the hierarchy of employment, which results in demotion for Tina. 

Unhappy with the changes, Tina decides to: 

Anonymously post a hardcopy of the designs of the firm’s latest innovation to an employee 

working at a rival company. 

5. Tina is CFO (Chief Financial Officer) at Innovative Technologies. The CEO decides to 

change the hierarchy of employment, which results in demotion for Tina. 
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Unhappy with the changes, Tina decides to: 

Anonymously email a softcopy of the designs of the firm’s latest innovation to an employee 

working at a rival company.  

6. Tina is CFO (Chief Financial Officer) at Innovative Technologies. The CEO decides to 

change the hierarchy of employment, which results in demotion for Tina. 

Unhappy with the changes, Tina decides to: 

Ring an employee from a rival firm using a public telephone. Over the course of the 

conversation Tina discloses trade secrets relating to the designs of her firm’s latest 

innovation. 

7. David and Joe work as IT developers on separate projects at an R&D firm. 

One day the two have a disagreement leads Joe to steal confidential document from David’s 

office and  

Hands it to a project leader from a competitive company.  

8. David and Joe work as IT developers on separate projects at an R&D firm. 

One day the two have a disagreement leads Joe to steal confidential document from David’s 

office and  

Emails it to a project leader from a competitive company. 

9. David and Joe work as IT developers on separate projects at an R&D firm. 

One day the two have a disagreement leads Joe to steal confidential document from David’s 

office and  

Discusses the confidential knowledge with a project leader from a competitive company. 

10. Sarah is an entrepreneur whose company is not doing well in the market as she finds it 

challenging to predict the behaviour of the target customers. 

Sarah knows of another successful company working in the same market. In an act of 

espionage, she hires a person to 

Steal some confidential documents she needs from that company during a field visit.  

11. Sarah is an entrepreneur whose company is not doing well in the market as she finds it 
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challenging to predict the behaviour of the target customers. 

Sarah knows of another successful company working in the same market. In an act of 

espionage, she hires a person to  

Take photos of a current project from that company during a field visit.  

12. Sarah is an entrepreneur whose company is not doing well in the market as she finds it 

challenging to predict the behaviour of the target customers.  

Sarah knows of another successful company working in the same market. In an act of 

espionage, she hires a person to  

Draw confidential knowledge from knowledge manager of that company during a field visit.  

13. During a conference, Mike who works at a supplier of Firm A, enthusiastically 

Shares documents regarding the results of the operation units’ samples of an innovative IT 

artefact gathered by Firm A but yet to be commercialised. 

14. During a conference, Mike who works at a supplier of Firm A, enthusiastically 

Shared a presentation regarding the results of the operation units’ samples of an innovative 

IT artefact gathered by Firm A and but to be commercialised.  

15. During a conference, Mike who works at a supplier of Firm A, enthusiastically 

Discusses the results of the operation units’ samples of an innovative IT artefact gathered by 

Firm A but yet to be commercialised.  

16. During a visit, Jeff, a consultant, learns about Firm A’s intentions regarding critical 

upcoming investments. Later he decides to  

Share confidential documents regarding that project, with a competitor. 

17. During a visit, Jeff, a consultant, learns about Firm A’s intentions regarding critical 

upcoming investments. Later he decides to  

Emails the new investments regarding that project, to a competitor. 

18. During a visit, Jeff, a consultant, learns about Firm A’s intentions regarding critical 

upcoming investments. Later he decides to  

Discuss with a competitor about these intentions.  
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